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The Covid-19 crisis has challenged the very 
survival of the aviation industry globally 
since the pandemic hit two years ago and 

the Indian civil aviation industry was no exception. 
The curbs in international travels and sharp decline 
in passenger and cargo movements have led to 
the loss of crores of rupees for the stakeholders in 
the industry. However, the recent indicators in the 
industry showed that the Indian aviation sector is 

seeing a solid revival to get rid of the pandemic-related turbulence.
Domestic airlines started flying higher number of passengers since October for 

the first time since February 2020. Major airports now see heavy crowds and 
long queues. Delhi and Mumbai, the biggest airports in India, have reopened the 
terminals that had been closed earlier due to low footfalls. Though the figures of 
passenger, fleet and cargo movement are yet to be the same as were in the pre-
covid times, aviation experts and the ministry of civil aviation said that things are 
certainly looking up for the sector.

With India having reopened its borders for tourist and started issuing tourist 
visas, there is an increased inflow of international passengers. Though the 
international flight operations are currently held under air-bubble agreement, the 
unrestricted operations are expected soon. The decrease in the number of Covid 
cases and the resultant relaxations in restriction boost the passenger flow in all 
airports.

With Tata Group having taken over management of Air India and Jet Airways 
expecting to get a new start, Indian aviation industry is certainly looking at a 
comeback. However, the high price of aviation turbine fuel, which accounts 
for nearly 40% of the running-cost of an airline in India, is a major challenge 
that slows down the pace of revival. Pro-active measures need to be taken by 
the central government to support the aviation industry, which witnesses a 
turnaround.

Domestic air traffic in India is bound to grow. Govt is encouraging upgradation 
of existing airports and building new airports under PPP model to enhance 
Regional Connectivity. DGCA has approved HAL’s new HA - Do 228 17 seater 
Regional Transport Aircraft and is also encouraging NAL and HAL to develop 
jointly with private industry participation, development of Saras MK III and a 70 
seater Regional Turbo Prop. There is also considerable growth opportunities for 
aircraft and engine MROs in India with strategic alliance with Indian and Foreign 
OEMs.
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‘Wings India 2022’: 
A showpiece of civil aviation

Following the overwhelming success 
of ‘Wings 2020’, India’s Ministry of 
Civil Aviation, Airports Authority of 

India (AAI) and the Federation of Indian 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
(FICCI) are organizing the next edition of 
the civil aviation show, ‘Wings India 2022’, 
in Hyderabad, Telangana.

The venue of Asia’s largest event on 
civil aviation is Begumpet Airport and 
the dates are March 24-27. “Wings 2022 

will serve to synchronize policy formation 
with concerns of the stakeholders in 
the civil aviation sector. Hence, it will 
consequentially bring unprecedented 
investment and business acquisition 
opportunities, thereby creating millions of 
jobs,” said Jyotiraditya M Scindia, India’s 
Civil Aviation Minister.

“Our Helicopter Policy, Drone Policy, 
MRO Policy and Flying Training 
Organization Policy stand as testimony 
towards our commitment to streamline and 
promote the entry of Indian industry into 
opportunities that the Civil Aviation sector 
has to offer,” he added. Said General 
(Retired) V K Singh, Minister of State, Civil 
Aviation: “The civil aviation sector acts as 
a growth multiplier including economic 

output, jobs and trade enabled through 
better connectivity and has proved to 
be one of the largest contributors of the 
‘Make in India’ initiative.”

“Wings India 2022 provides a congenial 
forum catering to the rapidly changing 
dynamics of the civil aviation sector, 
focusing on new business acquisition, 
investments, policy formation and regional 
connectivity,” said Singh.

Exhibitions, panel discussions and flying 
displays by the ‘Sarang’ team of the Indian 
Air Force are part of the programmes at 
Wings India 2022. Moreover, an award 
ceremony will be staged. The inaugural 
session will focus on the theme, ‘India@75: 
New horizon for aviation industry’.

Topics of the panel discussions include, 

Asia’s largest event on civil 
aviation in Hyderabad will 
serve to synchronize policy 
formation with concerns of 

the stakeholders in the sector
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‘The Outlook: Aviation financing and 
leasing’, ‘Air Cargo, resilient in paradigm 
shift’, ‘Driving innovation: Golden age of 
drones’, ‘Revival of aviation – Ascending 
through the clouds of optimism: Airlines 
perspective’, ‘Future of travel: Airport 
perspective’ and ‘Aero-manufacturing 
and MRO: A segment in upheaval.’ Top 
aviation experts from India and abroad 
will participate in the event, along with 
representatives from the government.

With India engaged in efforts to revive 
its civil aviation sector after the COVID-19 
pandemic, the event will discuss issues 
such as how the disease changed the 
business model of the crucial sector. 
Exchange of ideas on how civil aviation 
has rebound after COVID-19 and ways it 
is gearing up for the next decade will also 
take place.

Wings India 2022 is also expected to 
provide a much-desired fillip to aviation 
and its forums would be instrumental 
in attaining the objective of connecting 
buyers, sellers, investors and other 

stakeholders.
Among the government programmes 

which stand to benefit from the event 
is the Regional Connectivity Scheme 
(RCS) titled ‘UDAN’. It is the world’s 
first such scheme to connect un-served 
and underserved airports at affordable 
fares, thereby contributing to boosting 
regional tourism and economic growth 
of the country. While 75 airports were 
opened during the first 75 years of civil 
aviation in India, under UDAN, within 
three years, work has been initiated to 
provide scheduled connectivity to 97 un-
served/underserved, 31 helipads and 10 
water aerodromes. Presently, India has 
153 operational airports and the number 
is expected to increase to 190-200 by 
financial year 2040.

India has one among the fastest-growing 
aviation markets in the world and the third 
largest aviation by domestic air passenger 
traffic. During the financial years 2016-
2020, the market grew at an annual rate 
of 11.13 per cent.

vw
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Indian Aviation Industry on 
High Growth Trajectory 

The Covid pandemic has affected 
the aviation industry globally 
during the last two years and the 

impact is visible even now despite signs 
of revivals being seen in different forms. 
The aviation industry in India bore the 
brunt of the pandemic when the lockdown 
was announced in March 2020 followed 
by the closure of airports. Though the 
operations resumed later, the sharp decline 
reported in the flight, passenger and 
cargo movements worsened the situation. 
However, the aviation industry in India is 
on the path of a revival and in fact, the 
survival story has been very remarkable 

and unique as it witnessed the introduction 
of untested but novel strategies by the 
government that has helped sustain the 
sector to a large extent and gradually 
infuse the much-needed buoyancy in the 
sector.

Over the last few years, Indian aviation 
industry has seen significant growth at 
an average rate of about 14 per cent. The 
civil aviation industry in India has emerged 
as one of the fastest growing industries 
in the country during the last three 
years. India has become the third largest 
domestic aviation market in the world and 
is expected to overtake the UK to become 
the third largest air passenger market by 
2024. Studies held by the International 
Air Transport Association (IATA) predicted 
that India will overtake China and the 
United States as the world's third-largest 
air passenger market in the next ten years.

Usha Padhee, Joint Secretary, Ministry 
of Civil Aviation, recently in an article she 
wrote said that the passenger capacity 
in commercial flights is poised to reach 
about 50 per cent of the pre-Covid level. 
Domestic airlines have enhanced their 
cargo capacities and have almost reached 

the level of normalcy. However, the 
aviation sector in India is still burdened 
with huge losses incurred over the last two 
years due to the pandemic.

“Aviation is a critical component of the 
nation’s transportation sector and plays 
a pivotal role in economic growth and 
employment generation. Aviation could 
be a major growth engine to make India 
a $5 trillion economy by 2024. This sector 
has shown the indomitable spirit- never 
hesitant to be in frontline by ensuring the 
safe movement of people and essential 
cargo during the nation’s fight against the 
pandemic,” she said. 

Growth Booster Projects
The government has taken several steps 

to meet the increasing demand in aviation 
sector in future and the main among 
them is that new and existing airports 
will be developed with a projected capital 
expenditure of Rs. 25,000 crores in next 
five years. This includes construction of 
new terminals, expansion and modification 
of existing terminals, expansion and/ 
or strengthening of existing runways, 
aprons, Airport Navigation Services 

India’s aviation sector is witnessing a solid 
revival after surviving the pandemic-related 
turbulence with major airports reporting huge 
crowds and airlines increasing number of flight 
services. If the Covid pandemic does not create 
further impact and the current trend of positive 
signs sustains, the civil aviation sector can make 
a turnaround. The potential of Indian aviation 
industry is largely untapped and there is scope 
for tremendous growth opportunities. The 
industry is on high growth trajectory and now 
is the ideal time for states to attract investments 
into the sector. The stakeholders should focus on 
enhancing connectivity by extending incentives 
to aviation industry and airlines.

Jyotiraditya M. Scindia
Minister for Civil Aviation

Gen. (Dr.) V. K. Singh (Retd.) 
Minister of State for Civil Aviation
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(ANS) infrastructure, control towers and 
technical blocks etc.

Minister of Civil Aviation Jyotiraditya 
M Scindia said that the Public Private 
Partnership (PPP) airports at Delhi, 
Hyderabad and Bengaluru are undertaking 
major expansion projects of around Rs. 
30,000 crores by 2025. Additionally, Rs. 
36,000 crores have been planned for 
investment in the development of new 
Greenfield airports across the country 
under PPP mode.

“The Government of India has accorded 
'in-principle' approval for setting up of 21 
Greenfield Airports across the country. 
So far, eight Greenfield airports namely, 
Sindhudurg and Shirdi in Maharashtra, 
Durgapur in West Bengal, Pakyong in 
Sikkim, Kannur in Kerala, Orvakal in 
Andhra Pradesh, Kalaburagi in Karnataka 
and Kushinagar in Uttar Pradesh have 

been operationalized,” he said.
The Goods and Services Tax (GST) 

rate has been reduced from 18% to 5% 
for domestic Maintenance, Repair and 
Overhaul (MRO) services. A conducive 
aircraft-leasing and financing environment 
has been enabled. The domestic capacity 
of the airlines has been restored to full, as 
in during pre-Covid times. Improvement 
in air navigation infrastructure at Indian 
airports is being carried out.

The number of freighter aircraft deployed 
by Indian carriers has been increased from 
7 in 2018 to 28 in 2021. As a result, the 
share of Indian carriers in international 
freighter movements has increased from 
2% to 19% over last two years.

Upgradation/Modernisation of airports 
is a continuous process and is undertaken 
by Airports Authority of India (AAI) and 
other Airport Developers from time to 

time depending on the availability of 
land, commercial viability, socio-economic 
considerations, traffic demand/ willingness 
of airlines to operate to/from such airports. 
AAI and other Airport Developers have 
targeted capital outlay of approximately 
Rs. 91000 crore in airport sector in 
the next five years for expansion and 
modification of existing terminals, new 
terminals and strengthening of runways, 
among other activities.

UDAN Transforms Domestic Air Travel
The Ministry of Civil Aviation has 

launched Regional Connectivity Scheme 
(RCS) - UDAN (Ude Deshka Aam Nagrik), 
a market driven scheme, in October 2016 
to stimulate regional air connectivity and 
making air travel affordable to the masses. 
An airport which is included in the awarded 
routes of UDAN and requires upgradation/
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development for commencement of RCS 
operations is developed under "Revival 
of unserved and underserved airports" 
scheme. AAI, the implementing agency, 
has identified 154 RCS airports including 
14 water aerodromes and 36 helipads so 
far under UDAN for operation of RCS 
flights. 

Minister of State in the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation (Gen. (Dr) V. K. Singh Retd) 
said that AAI has awarded 948 routes, 
from which, 405 routes involving 65 
airports including 8 heliports and 2 water 
aerodromes have been operationalized 
under UDAN as on March 2022. 
“Besides Viability Gap Funding (VGF), 
other concessions from Central, State 
Governments and airport operators are 
extended to Selected Airline Operators 
(SAOs) to encourage operations from 
unserved/underserved airports/heliports/
water aerodromes and to keep the air fare 
affordable,” he said.

Approximately 86.05 lakhs passengers 
have travelled on UDAN flights since its 
commencement till January 2022. UDAN 
has transformed the way people travel in 
Tier-2 and Tier-3 cities. Regional airports 
like Jharsuguda, Kishangarh, Belgaum, 
Darbhanga, etc. have been witnessing 
exponential growth in air traffic. The 

scheme offers a unique opportunity to 
a common person to fly at an affordable 
price, for which the Government has 
capped the Airfare for the seats where 
VGF is extended to airlines under the RCS 
scheme.

“UDAN scheme has sparked significant 
increase in helicopter services in hilly 
areas and islands through use of heliports. 
COVID guidelines/protocols for the Airline 
are framed in consultation with Ministry 
of Health & Family Welfare (MoHFW) 
and Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) 
to boost confidence of the air travellers 
during COVID-19 pandemic. The other 
steps include e-boarding, web check-in, 
contactless dropping of baggage, etc.,” 
Singh said.

Ministry Promotes Use of Drones
The Ministry of Civil Aviation has 

requested several ministries including 
Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) to 
encourage various entities under their 
administrative control to promote use of 
drones. Drones offer tremendous benefits 
to almost all sectors of the economy like 
-agriculture, medicine delivery, mining, 
infrastructure, surveillance, emergency 
response, transportation, geo-spatial 
mapping, defence and law enforcement 

etc. 
An illustrative list of drone applications 

under different Ministries has been 
released by the centre. For example, 
under the ministry of Agriculture & 
Farmers Welfare drones can be used for 
crop and soil health monitoring, irrigation 
estimation and scheduling, requirement 
and efficacy assessment of fertilizer and 
pesticide spraying, anti-locust operations, 
crop output estimates, river and canal 
erosion, restoration tracking and insurance 
claim surveys.

Road Ahead
The potential of Indian aviation industry 

is largely untapped and there is scope 
for tremendous growth opportunities. 
However, air transport is still expensive 
for majority of the country’s population, 
of which nearly 40% is the upwardly 
mobile middle class. With the right policies 
and relentless focus on quality, cost and 
passenger interest, India would be well 
placed to achieve its vision of becoming 
the third-largest aviation market by 2020. 
The government has to fulfill the long-
pending demand to bring Aviation Turbine 
Fuel (ATF) under the ambit of GST. It will 
benefit the entire value chain, given that 
the fuel constitutes more than 40 per cent 
of operating costs for airlines. 

The aviation industry in India on high 
growth trajectory and now is the ideal time 
for states to attract investments into the 
sector. They should focus on enhancing 
connectivity by extending incentives to 
aviation industry and airlines. The industry 
stakeholders must engage and collaborate 
with the policy makers to come up with 
efficient and rational decisions that will 
redefine the future of the civil aviation 
industry.
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Flight Control System Integration
 complex inaugurated

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh 
inaugurated a seven-storeyed 
Flight Control System (FCS) 

Integration facility at Aeronautical 
Development Establishment (ADE), a 
laboratory of Defence Research and 
Development Organisation (DRDO) in 
Bengaluru, Karnataka.

The state-of-the-art complex has been 
constructed in record 45 days, with in-
house hybrid technology consisting of 
conventional, pre-engineered, and precast 
methodology. The technology has been 
developed by DRDO with the help of M/s 
Larsen & Toubro (L&T). Design check and 
technical support has been provided by 
the teams of IIT Madras and IIT Roorkee.

This FCS facility will support Research 
& Development (R&D) activities for 
developing Avionics for Fighter Aircraft 
and FCS for Advanced Medium Combat 
Aircraft being undertaken by ADE, 

Bengaluru. Defence Minister said it is a 
unique project not just in the country but 
in the entire world and is an embodiment 
of the new energy of New India. “This 
energy is of technology, commitment, 
institutional collaboration among public 
sector, private sector & academia and 
above all of ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ as 
envisioned by Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi,” he said, exuding confidence that 
the facility will go a long way in bolstering 
national security. The complex will also 
provide simulator training to the pilots of 
combat aircraft. Rajnath Singh described it 
as one of the most important components 
of the complex. The simulators provide an 
opportunity to learn by making mistakes 
without the possibility of any kinds of 
losses, he stated.

Commending DRDO and L&T for 
developing the hybrid technology, the 
Defence Minister expressed confidence 

that it will increase the productivity of the 
construction process; promote optimum 
utilisation of resources; reduce losses due 
to wastage and will be helpful in speedy 
completion of projects. He described 
the hybrid technology as an important 
milestone for the construction sector and 
hoped that in the coming times, India will 
become one of the leading countries in the 
field of construction technology.

Rajnath Singh reiterated the 
government’s resolve to walk the extra 
mile to support the Armed Forces, 
scientists, entrepreneurs, academicians, 
students, farmers & the people at large in 
their quest for excellence and a happier 
& prosperous future. “Economic, political 
and strategic equations are changing all 
over the world and major world powers are 
in a tussle. Our defence needs have also 
increased and constant modernisation of 
the Armed Forces is the need of the hour. 

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh inaugurating Flight Control System (FCS) Integration facility at Aeronautical Development 
Establishment (ADE) in Bengaluru. Karnataka Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai, Secretary Department of Defence, R&D and Chairman 
DRDO Dr G Satheesh Reddy also seen.
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ICG Goes Big on Force Accretion 
and Modernization

The Indian Coast Guard’s main 
thrust is on ‘Modernization through 
Indigenisation’ in tune with the 
Government of India’s vision of 
‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’. The ICG is 
going big on force accretion and 
modernization of its fleet to be future-
ready to meet upcoming challenges. The 
force has already entered a Contract 
for supply of 16 ALH Mk-III with M/s 
HAL, Bangalore which will give a boost 
to its surveillance, interdiction, SAR 
and Pollution Response capabilities. 
“As on date, 10 helicopters have been 
inducted in ICG and are operating from 
Bhubaneswar (04 in nos), Porbandar (04 
in nos) and Kochi (02 in nos). The balance 
06 helicopters will be supplied by May 
2022, and based on eastern & western 
seaboards. Our case for procurement 
of 06 Multi Mission Maritime Aircraft 
(MMMA) is progressing well and will 
increase the reach of ICG for effective 
surveillance in our AoR. ICG’s Vision Plan 
further consists of 09 Twin Engine Light 
Helicopter, said VS Pathania, PTM, TM, 
Director General, Indian Coast Guard. 
Speaking to Aeromag, he talks about 
ICG’s operations, indigenization plans 
etc.

VS Pathania PTM, TM  
Director General  

Indian Coast Guard

The Indian Coast Guard (ICG) plays 
a major role in keeping the nation’s 
coastline safe. In 2021, ICG saved 1126 
lives and seized drugs worth around Rs. 
3950 crores. What new measures are 
planned in 2022?

ICG through own assets and with 
assistance of resource agencies has been 
proactively saving lives at sea as well 
as  undertaking preventive measures 
in coordination with MoAHFD, State/
UT authorities, Fisheries authorities 
and also through direct interaction with 
fisher folk during community Interaction 
programmes. With consistent efforts 

and pre-emptive planning during all 
the natural disasters/ calamities, ICG 
has saved a total of 11082 lives since 
inception. On an average, one life is being 
saved every second day. Further, capacity 
building by strengthening SAR system 
and SAR infrastructure is considered to 
be a continuous and evolving process and 
ICG shall continue to build upon them 
to minimise loss of precious lives at sea. 
Measures which are likely to yield positive 
results in current and upcoming years 
include the following.

a) Setting up of 29 Maritime Rescue 
Coordination Sub Centre (MRSC). GoI 

has accorded approval in principle for 
setting up of 29 MRSCs along Indian 
Coast and at Islands last year and same 
is being set up. It will augment SAR 
capabilities of ICG. 

b) Carriage and Registration of DATs.  
ICG and ISRO developed a low cost 
Distress Alert Transmitter (DAT) to be 
used by fishermen in distress at sea. With 
support from MoFAHD, advisories have 
been issued for mandatory registration 
and carriage of these devices. Further 
collaboration between ICG & ISRO has 
resulted in development of 2G DATs 
which are likely to be operational during 
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this year. 
c) MEOSAR system Medium Earth 

Orbiting Search and Rescue system is the 
constellation of Next generation Medium-
Earth Orbit (MEOSAR) satellites. It will 
pick up the COSPAS-SARSAT distress 
signals in near real time with more 
accuracy, versus the current system 
that can take as long as two hours. The 
system is being set up by ISRO and 
scheduled to be operational during this 
year. Consequently, ICG MRCC would be 
able to reduce the response time further.

d) Integration of SAR emergency 
number 1554 with 112. ICG operates 
Maritime Search and Rescue (SAR) 
emergency toll free number 1554 for 
mariners in distress to contact ICG 
SAR authorities. A pilot study/trial for 
integration of 1554 with unified national 
emergency number 112 with technical 
assistance from CDAC is in progress. 
Initial results of pilot project towards 
integration of 1554 with 112 were 
encouraging and post successful results 
PAN India integration, as envisaged, will 
be going forward.   

In addition, the use of maritime routes 
for narcotics smuggling through southern 
route in Arabian Sea have further 
increased possibility of drug trafficking 
and Narco-Terrorism as its ominous 
fallout.  Proximity to the largest producers 
of heroin and hashish-the Golden Triangle 
and Golden Crescent has made Indian 
Ocean vulnerable to drug trafficking.

Our focus area therefore would be to 
remain prepared for every natural or 
man-made threat emanating from/at sea, 
concurrently, at times. We are deploying 
45-50 ships and about 10-12 aircraft per 
day on an average to meet our obligation 
of safe and secure seas and preserve 
our national interests in maritime zones. 

It has been our endeavour to achieve 
optimal operational output from an Op 
resource without depleting our human 
and material resources. 

Accretion of state-of-the-art platforms 
including next generation ships and 
multi-mission and multi-engine aircraft 
would therefore be another focus area 
for us to sustain concurrent and relentless 
operations in future. The phase II of our 
CSS project is nearing completion and 
it will provide the much required gap-
free surveillance in our coastal waters. 
In addition, collective and focused 
effort of ICG in tune with 14 ministries 
which have stakes at sea is expected to 
result in a synergistic approach towards 
ensuring India maritime security.  Further, 
ICG emphasises requirement of strong 
maritime cooperative linkages with Coast 
Guards of neighbouring countries through 
bi-lateral treaties and joint maritime 
exercises. 

After the Mumbai attacks of 2008, 
the Indian Government launched a 
programme to expand the ICG force to 
200 ships and 80 twin-engine aircraft 
by 2025. Could you inform us about 
the progress of this fleet expansion 
programme?

As I have mentioned earlier, our future 
accretion of assets is driven by the 
demand to conduct sustained, relentless 
and concurrent operations. This has to 
be well supported by quality operational 
and administrative infrastructure. ICG is 
planning to induct one Offshore Patrol 
Vessel (OPV). Two pollution Control 
Vessels and nine FPVs will be there 
in the coming during 2022-25. ICG 
also aims to augment the repair and 
maintenance support infrastructure at 
remote locations for quicker response to 

maintenance requirements to vacillate 
faster turnaround time of operational 
assets. In order to enhance the Search 
and Rescue capabilities thereby ensuring 
safety of all merchantmen and fishermen, 
we are in the process of equipping the 
Maritime Rescue Coordination Centres 
and Maritime Rescue Sub Centres with 
state of the art Global Maritime Distress 
and Safety System (GMDSS) equipment.

A contract for supply of 16 ALH Mk-
III to ICG was concluded with M/s HAL, 
Bangalore and accordingly 10 of these 
aircraft have been inducted into the 
Service. These helicopters are equipped 
with state-of-the-art technology and 
are capable of surveillance, interdiction, 
Search & Rescue, Casualty Evacuation 
and Pollution Response, from shore 
as well as ships.  The balance six 
helicopters will be inducted by May 
2022. Additionally, the assets likely to be 
procured in future include Twin Engine 
Light Helicopters, Twin Engine Heavy 
Helicopters and Multi-Mission Maritime 
Aircraft. In addition, Mid Life Upgrade 
of existing Dornier Fleet is also being 
undertaken and Coast Guard Airfields are 
being fitted with latest Navigation Aids / 
Radars. 

ICG has set up a Coastal Surveillance 
Network to Secure Indian’s Coastline. 
The network is presently undergoing an 
expansion. Could you update us on the 
matter?

The purpose of setting up of Chain of 
Static Sensors along the coastline is to 
establish electronic surveillance of the 
coastline with integrated sensors like 
radars, electro-optic night vision along 
with thermal and laser imaging cameras, 
meteorological, visibility, temperature 
sensors and VHF sets. The network 
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architecture includes integration of Radar 
Stations to the Control Centre at CGHQ, 
through respective Regional Operating 
Centres (ROC) at RHQs and Remote 
Operating Sites (ROS) at CG DHQs/
Stations.The present status of the CSN 
project is as follows: -

(a) Phase-I - 46 Remote Sites (36 on the 
mainland and, 06 on the Lakshadweep 
Islands, 04 in A&N Islands) have been 
established in area of high sensitivity and 
high traffic density. All radars at 46 Radar 
Stations are operational and working 
satisfactorily. 

(b) Phase-II - Additional 38 Radars 
including integration of VTS Gulf of 
Kutch & Khambat and Integrated Coastal 
Surveillance System (ICSS) of DRDO 
will be established for near gap-free 
surveillance. The work is expected to be 
completed by end 2022.

Every six months, ICG conducts coastal 
security exercises with each coastal state. 
Are there plans to carry out these events 
more frequently?

Coastal Security Exercises are being 
conducted to enhance the effectiveness 
of the coastal security mechanism as 
per SOPs promulgated for each Coastal 
State/UT. Till date 212 such exercises 
have been conducted which has resulted 
in enhanced coordination and common 
operational tempo amongst stake holders 

of coastal security. 
The coastal security mechanism so 

developed is put to test biannually during 
exercises and monthly during coordinated 
operation which involves large scale 
mobilization of ships, boats, personnel 
and material of all stakeholders thereby 
ensuring that the mechanism is well-oiled. 
Thus, it is evident that the mechanism 
and stakeholders are engaged 24x7x365 
towards security of the coastline. 

India, Maldives and Sri Lanka engage 
in the coast guard exercise ‘Dosti’ which 
has enhanced cooperation between these 
nations in combating security threats in 
the region. Is there any move to involve 
more nations in the exercise?

Joint exercises endure a vital tool to 
further strengthen the procedures in the 
mitigation of regional maritime threats 
and in the development of maritime 
sectors. Multilateral cooperation can be 
used to overcome or augment limited 
resources, training and information 
among the maritime law enforcement 
agencies. ‘DOSTI’ fulfils these obligations 
through exercise, exchange and adoption 
of inherent Coast Guard procedures. The 
collaboration proved rewarding during 
South Asian Tsunami’s joint operations, 
apprehension of large consignments 
of narcotics in IOR and averting major 
maritime environment/ ecological 

disaster off the coast of Mauritius and Sri 
Lanka involving MT Wakashio, MT New 
Diamond and MV X-Press Pearl. In order 
to ensure peace, security and stability in 
the Indian Ocean region, it is required 
that nations join hands. Accordingly, 
the member nations viz; India, Sri Lanka 
and Maldives and observer nations viz,; 
Bangladesh, Mauritius and Seychelles 
mutually agreed to involve Coast Guards 
of Bangladesh, Mauritius and Seychelles 
in exercise DOSTI. Accordingly, in Nov 
21, the Bangladesh Coast Guard and 
Seychelles Coast Guard participated as 
Observers in DOSTI – XV at Male.

You have earlier held crucial posts such 
as Commander, Eastern Seaboard, and 
Visakhapatnam and oversaw several 
major operations. Could you recall some 
among the notable operations during your 
illustrious career so far?

ICG has undertaken several major 
operations in Indian as well as foreign 
waters. Some of the notable operations 
which I can recall include rescue of crew 
from OSV Coastal Jaguar that was on fire 
off Vizag in Aug 19. Our ship ICGS Rani 
Rashmoni was able to reach on scene 
expeditiously and we were able to save 29 
crew members from the ill-fated vessel.

In another case, ICG averted major 
disaster off Sri Lanka when MT New 
Diamond, a Panama flagged vessel on 
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passage from Kuwait to Paradip with 2.75 
lakh metric tons of Crude Oil reported fire 
& explosion off the Sri Lanka coast. Within 
a span of 24 hours, ICG deployed 06 Coast 
Guard ships including 01 PCV along with 
02 Dornier aircraft and 01 Helicopter for 
fire fighting and pollution response. ICG 
ships coordinated fire-fighting operations 
along with Sri Lankan Coast Guard/ 
Naval ships/Tugs. ICG ships and aircraft 
undertook fire-fighting for seven days and 
completely doused the fire. 

Further, the vessel was escorted by 
ICG ships till it cleared Lakshadweep & 
Minicoy groups of Islands and shaped 
course towards next destination in UAE. 
Thus, ICG contributed in conserving 
Marine biodiversity by preventing the 
potential damage to Marine life. The 
joint operation was code named ‘Sagar 
Aaraksha’. In fact, three of ICG personnel 
were awarded IMO citation for exceptional 
bravery for the operation. History repeated 
itself and we were successful in averting 
another ecological disaster off the coast 
of Sri Lanka on 03 Sep 20, where in a 
coordinated operation, namely Sagar 
Aaraksha II, ICG ships relentlessly fought 
fire on board chemical carrier MV X-Press 
Pearl and extinguished it successfully 
thereby saving what could have been a 
devastating marine pollution incident 
having long term effects.

On Maritime law enforcement front 
also, we made various successful seizures 

notably, 120 kg drugs with arms from SLFB 
Shenaya duwa Gold & other contrabands 
in Pak bay / Gulf of Mannar and brought a 
sense of deterrence amongst ANEs.   

What are your long-term plans and vision 
for ICG in the future?

Our main thrust is on “Modernization 
through Indigenisation” in tune with 
GoI vision of “Aatmanirbhar Bharat”. 
We are going big on force accretion and 
modernization of our fleet to be future 
ready to meet upcoming challenges. As 
stated earlier, we have already entered 
a Contract for supply of 16 ALH Mk-III 
with M/s HAL, Bangalore which will give a 
boost to our surveillance, interdiction, SAR 
and Pollution Response capabilities. As on 
date,10 helicopters have been inducted in 
ICG and are operating from Bhubaneswar 
(04 in nos), Porbandar (04 in nos) and Kochi 
(02 in nos). The balance 06 helicopters will 
be supplied by May 2022, and based on 
eastern & western seaboards. Our case for 
procurement of 06 Multi Mission Maritime 
Aircraft (MMMA) is progressing well and 
will increase the reach of ICG for effective 
surveillance in our AoR. ICG’s Vision Plan 
further consists of 09 Twin Engine Light 
Helicopter (TELH) likely to be procured 
from M/s HAL, Bangalore. 

The augmentation of our force levels 
is in line with Coast Guard Long Term 
Perspective Plan (2017-2032) and 
ongoing Coast Guard Definitive Action 

Programme. The gains made in the 
previous plans, are being consolidated 
besides gradual induction of ships and 
aircraft with proportionate development 
of infrastructure including augmentation 
of trained manpower. The service is likely 
to achieve a targeted force level of 200 
surface platforms and 100 aircraft by 
2025. We are also focusing on establishing 
a strong maintenance infrastructure to 
support the existing ICG fleet. In this 
endeavour, our thrust area is to establish 
a modern ship repair yard in the recently 
acquired facility at Chennai Port and work 
is in progress on this front.

We are also closely looking at our 
requirements of having a speedy & reliable 
communication network. Over the years, 
ICG fleet has increased substantially and 
simultaneously the ICG operations have 
also increased manifold. Our envisaged 
satellite network is towards fulfilling 
satellite communication requirements of 
ICG ships (200 in number), aircraft (100 in 
number) and shore establishments (50 in 
number). 

Further, a host of measures have been 
initiated by various ministries having 
Maritime stakes and their collective/ 
focused efforts are expected to result in a 
strengthened and synergistic approach to 
ensure India’s maritime security. We have 
also intensified boarding operations apart 
from ushering in modern technology such 
as a chain of static sensors and automatic 
identification system to complement the 
physical surveillance methodology. 

We have evolved into a mature, 
competent & professionally revered 
force in the region. Our status as the 
“First responders” in the Region is well-
acknowledged and we are committed 
to take on any challenge while being 
omnipresent in our area of responsibility 
with the vision to ensure safe, secure & 
clean seas for all the regions and live up to 
our motto “We Protect”.
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Thuraya Launches Push-to-Talk 
Communications Solution

Thuraya Telecommunications 
Company, the mobile satellite 
services subsidiary of the UAE’s 

flagship satellite solutions provider, Al 
Yah Satellite Communications Company 
PJSC (Yahsat) has announced that it 
has launched its new IP-based radio 
communications solution, Thuraya Push-
to-Talk (PTT).

Thuraya PTT has been developed with 
Cobham SATCOM, a market-leading 
provider of satellite communications 
solutions to the maritime and land markets. 
The solution will enable users across a wide 

spectrum of industries to extend the range 
of their voice communications beyond line 
of sight (BLOS) wherever their assets and 
teams are located.

Thuraya PTT is an IP-based radio 
communications solution that works in 
conjunction with any Thuraya Broadband 
terminal to establish a private network. 
It gives users the ability to combine and 
integrate different technologies such as 
3G/LTE/LMR (Land Mobile Radio) via 
Thuraya’s advanced satellite system for 
seamless voice and data communications.

The new solution has been designed 

so that it is simple to use and guarantees 
secure interoperability among multiple 
users with different communication 
systems on land and at sea. The solution 
manages communications from multiple 
devices and locations and provides real-
time, uninterrupted switching between 
satellite, cellular, and LAN, ensuring cost-
efficient and reliable connectivity. 

Thuraya PTT is designed for mission-
critical operations to support organizations 
in remote areas that often struggle 
with a lack of reliable connectivity - 
particularly when there is an urgent need 
to communicate across different areas, 
countries or continents. Thuraya’s PTT 
service enables organizations to overcome 
this challenge, enhancing overall workforce 
productivity and safety as a result.

NIMR, the leading manufacturer of 
combat-proven wheeled military 
vehicles, signed a manufacturing 

license agreement with Saudi Arabian 
Military Industries (SAMI), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of the Public Investment Fund, 
to transfer technology and boost SAMI’s 
domestic industrial capabilities, enabling 
the production of the combat proven JAIS 
4x4 vehicle in Saudi Arabia.

Following the signing of the teaming 
agreement during IDEX 2021, Staff Major 
General Pilot Faris Khalaf Al Mazrouei, 
Chairman of the NIMR Board and Eng.
Walid Abukhaled, CEO of SAMI, signed 
into the next phase of their partnership 
at the World Defense Show 2022 held in 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Designed to enable 
local manufacture of the JAIS vehicle, the 

defence procurement programme between 
the two countries testifies the sides’ 
utmost commitment to diversifying their 
economies, developing local talent, and 
establishing hightechnology industries.

Staff Major General Pilot Faris Khalaf 
Al Mazrouei said: “At NIMR, we feel a 
fantastic sense of achievement at signing 
this licensing agreement and moving 
forward to the next stage of this landmark 
partnership with our colleagues at SAMI. 
The exceptional performance of the battle-
tested JAIS 4x4 vehicle paved the way 
for this day. We look forward to future 
cooperation with our trusted partners in 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.”

EDGE Group’s NIMR Inks Manufacturing
License Agreement with SAMI at WDS
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HAL and Safran Sign MoU during 
Ground-Breaking Ceremony of HE-MRO

The ground-breaking ceremony for 
a new facility of Helicopter Engines 
MRO Pvt Limited (HE-MRO), 

a Joint Venture of HAL and Safran was 
held at Sattari, 40 km from Panaji in Goa. 
During the ceremony, both partners signed 
a “Memorandum of Understanding” to 
extend their cooperation and explore 
opportunities for new helicopter engines in 
civil and military markets, reflecting their 
commitment to the Indian Government’s 
vision of “Atmanirbhar Bharat” towards 

achieving self-reliance in defence 
technologies and MRO.

Florent Chauvancy, EVP, OEM Sales & 
Marketing, Safran Helicopter Engines and 
Amitabh Bhatt, CEO, HAL’s Bangalore 
Complex signed the MoU. R. Madhavan, 
CMD, HAL, Franck Saudo, CEO, Safran 
Helicopter Engines and senior officers 
from the Indian Armed Forces and HAL 
were present on the occasion. 

“The 1,000 sqm training and office 
facility and a 3,800 sqm international class 

shop facility will provide Maintenance, 
Repair and Overhaul (MRO) services for 
Safran TM333 and HAL Shakti engines 
installed on HAL-built helicopters to 
increase the operational readiness of the 
Indian Armed Forces”, said R. Madhavan.

Franck Saudo commented, “I am 
very proud to celebrate the launch of 
this world class MRO Centre for the 
TM333 and Shakti gas turbines aboard 
India Armed Forces helicopters. This 
complex will be a key factor for building 
customer satisfaction and supporting the 
Government of India’s vision for aerospace 
MRO in India. With a fleet of over 1000 
engines, including 250 TM333 and over 
500 Shakti, India’s Armed Forces are 
one of the largest operators of Safran-
designed helicopter engines and our 
company powers 100% of HAL produced 
helicopters. We support all HAL helicopter 
programs and will offer the level of 
commitment to their future projects”.

The facility will be operational by the 
end of 2023 with a capacity to repair 50 
engines a year and a full-capacity goal of 
150 engines in the coming years. The JV 
will also bring employment opportunities 
to over 60 qualified engineers and 
technicians of the region. The employment 
number will increase with growing 
activities over the years.  The facility has 
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an expansion capacity for other programs 
and could include civil or other engines in 
the future.

India’s Armed Forces are among the 
largest operators of Safran-designed 
helicopter engines with a fleet having 
over 1,000 engines, including 250 TM333 
and over 500 Shakti engines. Shakti is 
the Indian variant of the Safran Ardiden 
1H1, co-developed with HAL. HAL has 
produced over 500 plus Shakti engines till 
date successfully.

Shakti is installed on HAL’s ALH/Dhruv 
variants including Rudra and has also been 
selected to power the HAL-designed Light 
Combat Helicopter (LCH). The Ardiden 
1U variant powers the new Light Utility 

Helicopter (LUH), a three-ton single-
engine aircraft. The engine was certified 
by DGCA (India) on July 26, 2021 for civil 
applications.  

 HE-MRO is a joint Venture company 
of HAL and Safran which will provide 
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) 
services for Safran TM333 and HAL Shakti 
engines installed on HAL-built helicopters. 
The aim is to constantly improve 
serviceability and reduce cycle time to help 
the operational preparedness of Indian 
Armed Forces.

An earlier planned construction of this 
project had to be postponed due to a 
major crisis impacting the international 
helicopter market, closely followed by the 

worldwide COVID-pandemic.
Despite these events, both companies 

have continued their partnership, based on 
a shared vision: the HE-MRO JV as a key 
factor for enhanced customer satisfaction 
and to support the government of 
India’s vision on Aerospace MRO in 
India. Through this groundbreaking, 
both companies commit to a multi-
year investment plan, with construction 
starting soon.

The restart of the technical infrastructure 
construction reiterates the commitment of 
both partners to the Indian Government’s 
vision of “Atmanirbhar Bharat” towards 
achieving self-reliance in defence 
technologies and MRO. 

Defence Research and 
Development Organisation 
(DRDO) developed Monolithic 

Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMICs) 
have been used in radar imaging 
satellite modules of EOS 04, which was 
launched by ISRO on 14th February. 
Many of the Monolithic Microwave 
Integrated Circuits (MMIC) were 

designed/ developed and produced at 
Solid State Physics Laboratory (SSPL) 
DRDO and Gallium Arsenide Enabling 
Technology Centre (GAETEC) foundry 
of DRDO.

The TR-Modules used in the payload 
for Radar imaging have been developed 
using these MMICs. More than 
30,000 modules have been produced 

at GAETEC foundry for various 
space missions. This is an example of 
collaborative achievement between 
two advanced technology departments 
of Government of India along with 
support of industry partners. The use 
of indigenously designed and developed 
MMICs is an important step towards 
Atmanibhar Bharat.

DRDO developed MMICs
onboard EOS 04
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CSIR-National Aerospace 
Laboratories – Propelling 

Indian Aerospace Industry

Could you please brief us on the latest 
developments of the SARAS-Mk II aircraft 
project? 

SARAS-Mk II aircraft specifications have 
been evolved through the interactions 
with Airline Operators and Armed 
Forces to meet their current operational 
requirements. When I took charge as a 
Director in June 2016, we revived the 
SARAS programme by modifying the 
SARAS PT1 to comply with the safety 
requirements and improvements in 
handling qualities, engine asymmetry, 
Nacelle performance etc. The modified 
SARAS named SARAS PT1N had made 
its maiden flight on 24th January 2018. 
Subsequently, we made about 26 flights 
to collect the data which is being used 
for designing the SARAS-Mk II. Based on 
the Airline and Armed Forces requirement 
and the flight data, we carried out the 
feasibility study including the market 
survey of  SARAS-Mk II and submitted 
the proposal to Govt. The Govt. of India 
sanctioned the project in June 2019.

SARAS-Mk II is a 19 Seat Light Transport 
Aircraft with multirole capabilities like 
Passenger transport, Troop transport, VIP 

transport and Casevac (Air Ambulance). 
The aircraft is exclusively designed for 
operations from short runways, hot and 
high airfields, and semi-prepared runways 
for connecting Tier 1 & Tier 2 cities/
towns. SARAS-Mk  II is one of the unique 
aircraft where operational benefits are 
maximized through the Pressurised Cabin, 
Digital antiskid braking, Autopilot with 
Cat II landing, two lever engine operation, 
Lightweight materials etc., keeping cost 
minimum. 

At present, the SARAS-Mk II programme 
has completed the wind tunnel studies 

and preliminary design of all the systems. 
We also realized all high fidelity test 
facilities to reduce the flight test efforts 
where the majority of test points can be 
demonstrated on the ground. The design 
is carried out with extensive use of digital 
tools like 3D platforms, virtual reality, 
advanced Catia and PLM to reduce the 
design efforts. The aircraft has been 
designed for ease of manufacturing and 
assembly with the use of dynamic digital 
mockup tools (DMU) to reduce assembly 
and maintenance time. The establishment 
of a dynamic high fidelity simulator 

National Aerospace Laboratories (CSIR-NAL) 
is India’s premier R&D establishment with the 
mandate for the development of Civil Aircraft 
and Aerospace Technologies. CSIR-NAL is 
a constituent of the Council of Scientific & 
Industrial Research (CSIR) under the aegis of 
the Ministry of Science & Technology. Currently, 
the laboratory has taken up major aircraft 
programmes like two-seater flying trainer 
(Hansa-NG) and Multi-Role Light Transport 
Aircraft (19 seat SARAS-Mk II) to enhance the 
air connectivity under Govt. of India’s UDAN 
scheme. The aircraft programs aim to meet 
the country’s civil aviation requirements and 
to synergize the multidisciplinary expertise 
of the laboratory meeting the objectives of 
Atmanirbhar Bharat. said  Jitendra J Jadhav, 
Director, NAL in this interview.

Jitendra J Jadhav
Director, NAL

SARAS-Mk II
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to evaluate the aircraft performance 
including handling qualities, controllability, 
stability, autopilot, crosswind landing 
etc with the pilot-in-loop has aided to 
optimize & accelerate the design cycle 
time.  

Armed Forces have already committed 
a few numbers for initial induction. 
The aircraft will be compiled to FAR 23 
standards and will be certified by DGCA 
and CEMILAC for Civil and Military use. 
The first flight is likely to be in June 2024 
and the production will be from 2026-27 
onwards at HAL. The SARAS MKII will be 
a game-changer to boost air connectivity 
under the UDAN scheme. 

It has been revealed that Hansa-NG 
aircraft is flying in Wings India 2022. What 
prospects do you foresee by participating 
in the premier air show? 

HANSA-NG is one of the most advanced 
flying trainer powered by Rotax Digital 
Control Engine with unique features like 
Just-In-Time Prepreg (JIPREG) Composite 
lightweight Airframe, Glass Cockpit, 
Bubble Canopy with wide panoramic 
view, electrically operated flaps, etc. 
HANSA-NG is designed to meet the Indian 
flying club needs and it is an ideal aircraft 
for Commercial Pilot Licensing (CPL) due 
to its low cost and low fuel consumption.  
We have already received more than 80 
nos. of LoIs (Letter of Intents) from various 
flying clubs.

Hansa-NG aircraft had a successful 
maiden flight on 3rd September 2021. 
The aircraft has completed 38 flights 
including sea-level trials at Puducherry; 
over 50 hours of flying is completed and a 
few more flights will be conducted before 
getting Type Certification by DGCA.  

CSIR- NAL will be demonstrating the 
flying display of indigenous Hansa-NG 
in Wings India 2022 to benefit Indian 
Flying Clubs as well as other customer 
applications like bird reconnaissance 
at airfields, cadet training, coastal 
surveillance, and hobby flying.  

We will be showcasing the HANSA-
NG with a fully loaded cockpit with 
comfort hosiery, Bubble canopy with 
wide panoramic view, digital glass cockpit 
including flight demo so that the flying club 
instructors/owners can get a feel of the 
aircraft and we are looking forward to the 
conversion of existing LoI into firm orders. 
We have established the partnership 

model with industries to provide end-to-
end solutions to our launch customers like 
sales, leasing and support after sales till 
the production partner gears up.  We will 
also look for some export avenues during 
this event.

NAL is also the lead agency for the 
country’s Regional Transport Aircraft 
(RTA) what are your plans?

CSIR-NAL is working on the feasibility 

of the development of Regional Transport 
Aircraft since 2018. The requirements 
are evolved through interactions with 
Airline Operators and Armed Forces. The 
aircraft will have 90 seat capacity and can 
be adaptable to military transport aircraft 
by modification in the rear fuselage. 
The proposal has been submitted to the 
Government and we are expecting in-
principle approval to initiate the project 
definition phase shortly.

Tell us about the UAV programs of NAL.
CSIR-NAL has developed a medium-

class BVLOS (Beyond Visual Line of Sight) 
multi-copter UAV. The UAV is made out 
of a lightweight carbon fiber foldable 
structure for ease of transportation and 
has unique features like autonomous 
guidance through dual redundant MEMS-
based digital Autopilot with advanced 
flight instrumentation systems. DGCA, 
Ministry of Civil Aviation, Govt. of India 
has granted conditional permission to 
CSIR-NAL for conducting BVLOS flight 

trials on 13th Sept 2021. Subsequently, 
the NAL drone has completed about 50 
hrs of flying to verify the performance 
parameters and the report is being 
submitted to MoCA for type approval. 

NAL’s octocopter can carry a payload 
up to 20 kg with a hovering endurance 
of 40 minutes. It can fly at an operational 
altitude of 500 m AGL and a maximum 
flying speed of 36 kmph. Its regulatory 
compliance includes DGCA-NPNT, Geo-
fencing, and digital sky with 360 degrees 
Collison avoidance making it one of the 
best UAVs in its class. 

Hansa -NG First Flight

Indian RTA model 
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The uniqueness of this UAV is its higher 
payload and higher endurance which is 
perfect for last-mile delivery, floriculture 
mapping, geo exploration, precision 
agriculture pesticide spraying and medical 
transport at remote places. NAL has 
demonstrated these capabilities to Govt. 
authorities all over India. Technology is 
being transferred to private industries to 
build about 100-200 drones per month.  

Could you tell us about other major 
path-breaking research in aerospace 
technologies by NAL?

NAL currently has taken major steps 
in deep technology innovations like 
intermediate modulus grade carbon 
fiber, carbon prepreg, special coatings for 
aerospace applications, Cf-SIC composites, 

Just-In-time-Pre-preg, thermoplastic 
composites, ARINC 818 IP core, etc.  

 NAL has also taken up the development 

of High Altitude Platforms (HAP) 
for applications like broadband 
communication, surveillance, earth 
observation, climate research etc. HAP is 
a solar-powered UAV with Beyond Visual 
Line of sight operation capability.  The 
subscale model will fly by Aug 2022 to 
evaluate the Reynold Number effects, 
flight mechanics, stability and control as 
well as avionics & autopilot performance. 
The functional subscale model prototype is 
being demonstrated at Wings India 2022. 
The Proof-of-Concept of full-scale HAP 
will be demonstrated at a height of 20km 
with 2 hrs endurance by March 2024.

HAP will be a game-changer to work as 
a pseudo satellite for telecommunication 
applications in the 5G & 6G spectrum with 
advantages like low data latency, high 
bandwidth, the flexibility of launch and 
low cost.

CSIR-NAL’s High Altitude Platform Vehicle
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Avi-Oil: Exploring New Domains 
after Big Success in Strategic Area

AVI-OIL has achieved great success 
in meeting its objective of making the 
country self-reliant in lubricants for the 
defence forces. Could you elaborate?

 AVI-OIL was founded in 1993 as a 
joint venture between Indian Oil, Balmer 
Lawrie and NYCO, France, specifically to 
ensure self-reliance in the strategic area of 
military lubricants for the Indian defence 
forces. Towards this end, we are proud 
to have set up the first aviation lubricants 
plant in India. The plant, located in 
Faridabad, includes a blending unit for 
aviation oils, an ester manufacturing unit 
for production of synthetic basestocks, 
quality assurance laboratory, filling and 
packaging facilities.

AVI-OIL has always laid emphasis on the 
quality of its products. To achieve this, 
we have established a modern state-of-
the-art laboratory for quality assurance. 
This lab also provides technical support to 
customers for evaluation and reinspection 
of the products. The Quality Management 
System of AVI-OIL is certified to comply 
with the International Standards ISO 
9001:2015 and SAE AS 9100:2016. AVI-
OIL has also set up an R&D Centre where 

indigenous development of lubricants for 
specialty applications are taken up.

At the time of its inception, the 
knowledge levels within the defence 
forces on aviation lubricants were at best 
rudimentary. AVI-OIL has played a major 
part in disseminating its knowledge on 
aviation lubricants and its usage for the 
various aircrafts operated by the defence 
services. AVI-OIL was instrumental 
in developing the entire ‘Lubricants 
Approval’ process and procedures within 
the existing eco-system of the defence 
forces, complementing the efforts 
made by key regulatory and approving 
bodies like the Centre for Military 
Airworthiness & Certification (CEMILAC) 
and Directorate General of Aeronautical 
Quality Assurance (DGAQA).

Today, looking back at the last quarter 
of a century, we can proudly say that we 
have been contributing significantly to 
the country’s quest for self-reliance by 
indigenizing these highly sophisticated 
products in this strategic area.

Our Honourable Prime Minister’s `Make 
in India’ and ‘Atma Nirbhar Bharat’ 
programs have given an added impetus to 

domestic production. Customers are now 
seeing the benefit of shorter lead times 
and competitive prices and acknowledge 
that products manufactured in India are 
as good as, if not better than the products 
manufactured globally. 

AVI-OIL gives big importance 
to lubricants for the civil aviation 
sector. Could you describe the recent 
developments in this area?

The Civil Aviation sector globally is 
probably one of the sectors that has been 
hit hardest because of the COVID-19 
pandemic. The last two years saw 
substantially limited activity in the sector 
globally as well as in India. 

Due to the impact of COVID-19, the 
global picture of the aviation industry 
has significantly changed during these 
two years. The business model drifted 
from the massive “hub” operated with 
high density aircrafts to a more “point 
to point” model where smaller aircrafts 
and more sustainable ones have become 
the trend. We have seen multiple airlines 
accelerating the phase out of their B747s 
and A380s, replaced by the new and 

Avi-Oil was instrumental in developing the 
entire ‘Lubricants Approval’ process and 
procedures within the existing ecosystem of 
India’s defence forces, complementing the efforts 
of CEMILAC and DGAQA. The company’s initial 
objective of ensuring the nation’s self-reliance 
in the strategic area of aviation lubricants 
has largely been met and, currently, Avi-Oil 
is focusing more on the civil aviation and the 
industrial & automotive segments. V K Mathew, 
Chief Executive Officer of the company, gives 
details in this interview.

V K Mathew
CEO, Avi-Oil
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smaller generation A350s & B787s. The 
new capacities and range of the A321 
XLR or B737 MAX are also bringing 
opportunities to operate long-haul routes 
with narrow bodies, thus increasing the 
airline’s profitability along with reducing 
the environmental impact. The major 
driver for this change is sustainability.

This new business model gives the 
opportunity for new players to enter, with 
several new airlines starting operations 
like Akasa Air in India, Flair Airlines in 
Canada and Norse Atlantic in Norway.

Our global strategy is to increase the 
footprint for the civil aviation market 
along with developing new technologies 
to support the drift of the aviation 
industry to a more sustainable operational 
environment. A recent strategic 
partnership signed between NYCO and 
Air France is a clear commitment to 
develop and support this sustainable 
ambition. 

In India, following the Omicron variant’s 
containment in the country, this sector 
is bouncing back quickly to reach pre-
pandemic levels with domestic travel 
opening almost fully and international 
travel easing up with restrictions being 
withdrawn. Recent developments of the 
takeover of Air India by the Tata group, re-

emergence of Jet Airways and new airlines 
like Akasa Air & Flybig lighting up the 
skies holds new and exciting opportunities 
for the industry.

AVI-OIL’s dominance in India has 
traditionally been in the Defence sector 
and the time is right to focus on the Civil 
Aviation sector. We already have most of 
the products and approvals in place. Now 
it is a question of projecting us as an ideal 
partner for the commercial airlines with 
a superior customer value proposition. 
With sustainability being a prime concern 
for airlines, we are well positioned to 
provide domestically produced products 
to shorten lead times, provide better 
cost economics and far superior technical 
services on the ground.

Considering the rising threats to 
the environment globally, AVI-OIL 
manufactures environmentally-
considerate esters and lubricants. Please 
share details.

AVI-OIL’s products contribute to 
reducing the environmental impact in 
several aspects. The use of bio-sourced 
raw materials is obviously an important 
area to focus on. Additionally, a number of 
these products will show biodegradability 
features, as well as no toxicity to the 

aquatic environment, making some of 
them compliant with environmental 
standards like the European Ecolabel. 
These are key features in any application 
where the lubricant may be released to the 
environment or the ocean, accidentally or 
by design.

Such products, even though they 
display a good environmental profile, 
will also demonstrate excellent technical 
performance, making for further improved 
environmental impact through extended 
lifetime in operation and frictional benefits 
increasing energy efficiency.

Synthetic ester base for lubricants, 
plasticizers and dielectric fluids is also a 
part of Avi-Oil’s product portfolio. Could 
you tell us more about this line-up?

Synthetic esters have long known to 
be of use in lubricants for their excellent 
fire safety performance and thermo-
oxidative stability over a wide operating 
temperature and hence used in Aviation 
Lubricants.

Synthetic esters may be used as synthetic 
base stocks, co-basestocks or as additives 
in high end products that are focussed 
on performance, fuel economy, energy 
efficiency, longer drain periods and for 
their biodegradability profile which can 
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aid in enhanced EHS consideration.
In India this trend is slowly catching on 

and oil formulators are increasingly seeing 
the value of using esters in such high-
end applications. This can be for both 
Automotive and Industrial applications. 

In Automotive, they are used for engine 
oils for MCO and PCMO applications 
and for transmissions oils. In Industrial 
applications esters can be of significant 
advantage in high temperature chain oils, 
refrigeration oils, transformer oils, air 
compressor oils. They can also be used 
for Hydraulic Oils, Metal working fluids 
and greases. Esters may also be used as 
plasticizers for certain applications. The 
key is to find the right balance between 
performance and cost. 

Avi-Oil is one of the leaders in Aviation 
Lubricants and has integrated backwards 
to manufacture the esters which are the 
key base stocks for Aviation Lubricants 
at our plant in Faridabad.  We are now 
promoting many of these esters to oil 
companies for use in their high-end 
formulations. Additionally, we have a few 
finished oil formulations which can also be 
made available to oil cos. for re-brand.

Lubricants for ground gas turbines are 
also an important area of focus for the 
company. What are the major products 
and markets?

AVI-OIL provides tried and tested 
products for the efficient lubrication of 
marine and industrial aero-derivative 
ground gas turbines. These high-
performance turbine oils are dedicated to 

aero-derivative gas turbine performance, 
with excellent thermal oxidation stability, 
engine cleanliness and superior lubricity. 
Our aero-derivative gas turbine oils, 
Turbonycoil 600 and Turbonycoil 640 
cover the gamut of operations in the 
Power Generation (simple and combined 
cycle, cogeneration etc.), oil & gas 
applications and marine propulsion.

Turbonycoil 600 is the standard grade 
turbine oil used for GE LM series, Avon & 
RB 211 engines.

Turbonycoil 640 is designed for high 
temperature equipment. We also have in 
our portfolio Turbonycoil 321 which is an 
analogue of Russian Oil MS-8p for the 
majority of Russian designed gas turbines 
(Mashproekt) and Turbonycoil 210 A 
which is an analogue of the Russian Oil 
IPM-10.

AVI-OIL has been successful in various 
ventures. Now what are the future plans 
of the company? Are there plans to launch 
new units?

While our initial objective of ensuring 
the nation’s self-reliance in the strategic 
area of Aviation Lubricants has largely 
been met, we now look to the future 
where our thrust for growth will be on 
the Civil Aviation and the Industrial & 
Automotive segments. 

Despite the COVID-19 pandemic being 
a dampener for the Civil Aviation sector, 
the industry is quickly returning to pre 
COVID levels. 

In the Industrial & automotive sector, the 
use of synthetic base stocks in lubricants is 

currently low. This is an evolving market, 
and we expect to play a major part in this 
arena as and when the industry develops 
with a higher share of synthetics. The 
industry is certainly changing, and we 
have seen this happen globally and it is 
only a question of time when this happens 
in India too.

We currently manufacture our products 
at our plant in Faridabad where we have 
a lubes blending plant and an ester 
manufacturing facility, which are adequate 
to meet our current marketing plans. We 
still have spare capacity for the present 
and remain flexible to add capacity as and 
when the need arises. 

The company manufactures a large 
number of lubricants, esters and greases. 
Among them, which is the product that 
witnesses the highest production?

We have a wide range of products 
developed for the various sectors we 
are working in. For the Aviation sector, 
we have the complete product range of 
Engine Oils, Turbine Oils, Hydraulic Fluids, 
Greases & Speciality products. On the 
Industrial & Automotive side we have a 
range of polyol esters and Complex esters 
and a few fully formulated industrial 
products.

Currently our maximum sales are of 
Aviation Turbine Oils and Hydraulic Oils. 
However, with the increased interest 
shown in our esters for Automotive & 
Industrial applications we expect these 
products to grow exponentially in the 
near future.
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Facilitating roadway infrastructure 
development in difficult terrains of 
India, Garden Reach Shipbuilders 

and Engineers Ltd., (GRSE), a Mini Ratna 
Category 1 Defence PSU and a leading 
warship building company of India, signed 
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
with Border Roads Organisation (BRO) 
for the fabrication, supply, erection and 
launching of  first-of-its-kind, 27 double-
lane Class 70 modular steel bridges in 
border areas.

The two year contract worth Rs. 65 
Crore was inked by Director General 
Border Roads Organisation,  Lt Gen 
Rajeev Chaudhary and Cmde PR Hari, IN 
(Retd.), Officiating Chairman & Managing 
Director, GRSE, in New Delhi.

These bridges have been designed 
in-house by GRSE & all components 
have been manufactured with 100% 
indigenous raw materials, in line with 
India’s Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan.

Live load testing had been completed 
successfully on the prototype and 
connectivity through these bridges shall 
be an ideal solution for strategic roadway 
infrastructure development in North & 

North-East India.
The first bridge of this kind, was 

constructed at Flaghill, Dokalam, Sikkim 
at an altitude of 11,000 feet under Project 
Swastik of the BRO, inaugurated by 
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh on 28th 
December 2021.

The bridges have a carriageway width of 
7.5 meters, permitting plying of two-way 
traffic in compliance with specifications 
laid down by the National Highways 
Authority of India (NHAI). High tensile 
steel of Grade E-410 ensures high strength, 
long life and low temperature applications. 

The galvanized surface finish ensures 
easier maintenance and longer service life. 
Load Class IRC 70R permits movement 
of both Wheeled/ Tracked Vehicles of up 
to 100 / 70 MT. The modular concept 
ensures easier transportation of bridge 
components to remote areas and faster 
erection of bridges in a short span of 30 
to 45 days. GRSE has delivered more than 
5300 Portable Steel Bridges to Indian 
Army, Border Road Organisation and 
State Governments & exported to friendly 
neighbourhood countries including Nepal, 
Bhutan, Sri Lanka & Myanmar.

GRSE and BRO sign MOU
 for supply of Steel Bridges

The 19th edition of India-US 
Military Cooperation Group (MCG) 
meeting was held in Agra, Uttar 

Pradesh. The meeting was co-chaired 
by Chief of Integrated Defence Staff to 
the Chairman Chiefs of Staff Committee 

(CISC) Air Marshal BR Krishna from the 
Indian side and Deputy Commander, US 
Indo-Pacific Command Lieutenant General 
Stephen D Sklenka from the US side. The 
discussions focussed on strengthening the 
ongoing defence engagements between 
the two sides and mulled on new initiatives 
under the ambit of existing cooperation 
mechanism. 

The India-US MCG is a forum established 
to progress defence cooperation between 
the countries through regular talks at the 
strategic and operational levels between 
Headquarters, Integrated Defence Staff 
and the US Indo-Pacific Command.

India & US hold Military
Cooperation meeting
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SIATI holds major 
back-to-back events

The Society of Indian Aerospace 
Technologies and Industries (SIATI) 
recently conducted two mega 

events in Bangalore.  The theme of the 
first event was ‘Aero, Space & Defence 
Vision 2030’ and it started with a welcome 
address by Dr. C G Krishnadas Nair, 
President of SIATI and former Chairman, 
HAL. The event was inaugurated by 
Dr. Ajay Kumar, Defence Secretary, 
Government of India.

The keynote address was delivered by R. 
Madhavan, Chairman, HAL, who stressed 
on the importance of the Indian Aero, 

Space and Defence sector. The felicitation 
address was delivered by Dr. K Sivan, 
immediate past Chairman, ISRO.

The inaugural speeches were followed 
by presentation of the SIATI Awards under 
three categories:  

The awards for ‘Excellence in 
Development and Manufacture in the 
A&D Sector’ had as its key criteria the 
saving of foreign exchange and enabling 
self-reliance with recommendations 
mostly made by Tier 1 industries for A 
& D Platforms. SIATI received about 70 
applications for this category of awards, 
out of which 14 companies were selected. 
These awards recognize outstanding 
work in development and manufacture of 
components and/or systems resulting in 
considerable savings in foreign exchange 
and making India self-reliant (Atmanirbhar 
Bharat) .

Meanwhile, the  Lifetime and Leadership 
Achievement Awards were presented 
to four personalities for their invaluable 
contributions in the Indian Aero, Space & 

Defence sector.
The Outstanding Women Achievers 

Awards were given to two individuals 
who have contributed to the growth of 
Indian Aero, Space and Defence sector for 
decades.

The award function was followed by 
the inauguration of a two-day exhibition, 
which acted as a platform for the Indian 
Aero, Space and Defence buyers to meet 
the key sellers. Major companies which 
set up stalls at the exhibition included 
Dassault Systemes (3DS India) and SFO 
Technologies (NeST Group). The exhibitors 
were also given an opportunity to have 
B2B meetings and interactions with larger 
organizations like HAL, ISRO, BEL, IAF etc.

A seminar on ‘Aero, Space & Defence 
Vision 2030’ followed immediately after 
the inauguration of the exhibition.  The 
first part of the seminar had presentations 
on ‘Vision 2030’ covering armed 
forces, DRDO, ISRO, BEL, HAL, current 
manufacturing & MRO programmes and 
partnerships with Indian private industries, 
HAL’s R&D Vision 2030, etc. These 
presentations were appreciated by the 
audience at the auditorium and also those 

While the first event included 
seminars, exhibition and award 
presentations under the theme 
‘Aero, Space & Defence Vision 
2030’, the second programme 
was the ‘India International 
Supply Chain Conference’

Dr Ajay Kumar, Defence Secretary

Dr K Sivan, former Chairman of ISRO lighting the lamp during the event. R. Madhavan, 
Chairman, HAL, RAdm Deepak Bansal, VSM, Assistant Chief of Naval Staff (Air 
Materiels), M.S. Velpari, Former Director (Operations), HAL,  Dr C G Krishnadas Nair, 
President, SIATI also seen.
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who viewed it online. 
The ‘ISRO Vision for 2030’ was 

presented by the new Chairman S. 
Somanath himself.

The afternoon sessions focused on 
‘Vision 2030: Growth of Civil Aviation’. A 
panel discussion on ‘Regional connectivity 
and domestic airports’ along with an 
exclusive session on UAVs was held.

Supply chain conference
On the second day, the second edition 

of the ‘India International Supply Chain 

Conference’ was organised. It was 
inaugurated by Anbuvelan, CEO of 
Helicopter Complex.  The other dignitaries 
on the dais included AVM GSPN 
Chowdhary, VSM, SMSO HQTC and 
Udayakumar, Director (Planning & Mktg), 
NSIC. A journal on ‘India International 
Supply Chain-2022’ was released at the 
inaugural function.

The session that followed mainly focused 
on supply chain development of the three 
armed forces, a special presentation on 
‘NSIC Policies & Support to MSMEs sector’ 
by P Udayakumar. 

The rest of the sessions in the first half 

were dedicated to the presentations 
by various divisions of HAL covering 
supply chain development of LCA Mk1, 
Mk11, MRO and upgrades of other 
aircraft, Helicopter ALH, LCH, LUH – 
both manufacturing & MRO, engines 
– manufacturing & MRO.  There were 
also three special presentations by ADA 
on ‘Advanced Technology Components 
& Structures for AMCA’; BEL on the 
company’s ‘Initiatives for Supply Chain 
Development’ and ‘ISRO on Supply Chain 
Development for Satellites and Launch 
Vehicles and Systems.’

The afternoon session started with 
special presentations by various private 
companies. This was followed by two very 
highly informative and motivating panel 
discussions on ‘Expectations of Foreign 
OEMs from Indian Supply Chain’ which 
included representatives from GE Aviation, 
L3Harris Technologies & SAFRAN Group 
and ‘Energizing SMEs as partners with 
DPSU and Large Private Corporates – 
Policy Issues’ which had both private and 
public sector partnership.

Air Marshal Sreekumar 
Prabhakaran assumed command 
of Delhi based Western Air 

Command (WAC) on 01 March.
The Air Marshal is a graduate of 

National Defence Academy, Pune and was 
commissioned into the IAF as a fighter 
pilot on 22 December 1983. He is an 
alumnus of Defence Services Staff College 
(DSSC) Wellington and National Defence 
College, New Delhi. An experienced MiG-
21 pilot and a category ‘A’ qualified flying 
instructor, Air Marshal Prabhakaran has 
nearly 5000 hours of flying experience.

In a service career spanning over 38 years, 
the Air Marshal has tenanted important 

command and staff appointments. These 
include command of two flying stations 
and IAF’s Surya Kiran Aerobatic Team 
(SKAT). He has served as Directing Staff 
at DSSC, Commandant of the College 
of Air Warfare (CAW), Defence Attaché 
at the Indian Mission at Cairo, Egypt, 
Assistant Chief of Air Staff Intelligence 
[ACAS (Int)], Director General (Inspection 
& Safety) and Senior Air Staff Officer of 
the Gandhinagar based South Western 
Air Command. He was Commandant of 
the Air Force Academy, Hyderabad prior 
to taking over the present appointment.          
The Air Officer is a recipient of Vayu Sena 
Medal and Ati Vishisht Seva Medal.

Air Marshal Sreekumar Prabhakaran
assumes command of Western Air Command

S. Somanath
Chairman, ISRO
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The four-day Indo-Pacific 
Military Health Exchange 
(IPMHE-2021-22) conference, 

co-hosted by Armed Forces Medical 
Services (AFMS) and US Indo-Pacific 
Command (USINDOPACOM), concluded 
with the address by Defence Secretary 
Dr Ajay Kumar. Congratulating AFMS 
and USINDOPACOM for successfully 
organising the conference despite 
limitations of a virtual mode, he pointed 
out the vital role played by a uniformed 
health professional in providing health 
care in the most trying circumstances.

 The theme of the conference was 
‘Military Healthcare in a Volatile, 
Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous 
(VUCA) World’. The conference, 
organised to enhance cooperation and 

jointmanship in military medicine, was 
virtually inaugurated by Defence Minister 
Rajnath Singh. Delegates discussed, over 
four days, many important topics including 
operational/combat medical care, tropical 
medicine, field surgery, field anaesthesia, 
aviation & marine medicine emergencies. 
Over 600 Indian and foreign delegates 
from more than 38 countries participated.

 Stressing on the need to remain updated 
in all spheres by continued research and 
training, the Defence Secretary lauded 
IPMHE for deliberating on diverse topics 
such as operational & combat medical 
care, global health security, challenges 
of COVID-19, military disaster drills and 
research & innovation in a VUCA world. 
He expressed hope that the knowledge 
gained during the conference would 

help all stakeholders to better plan 
their contingencies and come up with 
innovative methods to deal with a VUCA 
environment. Dr Ajay Kumar assured 
India’s full support to IPMHE to achieve 
this objective while commending it for 
providing a global platform for shared 
& meaningful learning and addressing 
contemporary real-time & relevant 
issues pertaining to military medicine, 
humanitarian assistance and disaster 
relief.

Dr Ajay Kumar said, the assessment 
and handling of combat casualties by 
these health professionals during wars & 
conflicts has a long-term impact on not 
just the individual, but also the moral of 
the troops of the unit and the nation at 
large.

The last day of the conference saw 
discussions between Indian and US 
experts on the role of Artificial intelligence 
as compared to Clinical Intelligence in the 
practice of medicine in a VUCA world. Dr 
Kayvon Modjarrad from the US, whose 
team developed a novel SARS-CoV-2 
vaccine based on nanoparticle technology, 
addressed the audience on various aspects 
of infectious disease response and future 
pandemic management.

Defence Secretary calls for innovative methods 
to deal with Volatile, Uncertain environment

Taqnia ETS, Star Vision sign MOU for Saudi Business

TAQNIA ETS and TAQNIA SPACE 
– subsidiaries of TAQNIA; the 
PIF owned company – signed an 

MoU with STAR VISION Hangzhou LTD 
to collaborate on the development of 
innovative space technologies, satellites, 

artificial intelligence technologies and 
geospatial products.

Eng. Abdulaziz S. Al-Farraj CEO of 
TAQNIA ETS, Dr. Faisal Al-Harbi CEO of 
TAQNIA SPACE and Fan Lianghua Co-
founder & Vice President of STAR.VISION 
signed the MoU at the WDS today.

This MOU establishes the framework for 
the three parties to engage in collaborative 
research and development to introduce 
localized innovative services and products 
that will support  the strategic space and 
geospatial industry in Saudi Arabia and the 
region.

“As the leading geospatial company 
in Saudi Arabia, TAQNIA ETS was keen 
to sign this MOU and to collaborate 
with STAR.VISION in product-driven 
R&D; exploring utilizing AI in producing 

high resolution & accuracy geospatial 
products that are compatible to the unique 
topographic and geographic elements of 
Saudi Arabia” said Al-Farraj.

While, Lianghua commented “We 
look forward to STAR.VISION bringing 
its expertise in space sector and AI 
applications in Saudi Arabia, and enable 
the young generation of Saudi talent in 
these industries”.

“We are pleased to sign this MOU with 
STAR.VISION, as we look forward to a 
productive relationship that will serve the 
local demand for advanced space & satellite 
products and services, and ultimately 
support the realization of 2030Vision 
to which the localization of innovative 
technology and the development of local 
talent are key”.
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The 11th edition of MILAN which 
witnessed the participation of 
26 ships, one submarine and 21 

aircraft, culminated on 4th March with the 
Operational Demonstration by the Indian 
Navy.

A series of complex and advanced 
exercises were undertaken in all three 
dimensions of Naval operations to 
enhance compatibility, interoperability, 
mutual understanding, and maritime 
cooperation amongst the partner Navies. 
The sea phase commenced with a series of 
exercises being undertaken to enhance the 
interoperability amongst the participating 
Navies.

The first two days of exercises at sea 
included complex Anti Air Warfare drills 
with US P8A aircraft shepherding a strike 
of Indian fighter aircraft on a formation of 
warships of the participating navies.

Additionally, weapon firings against low 
flying air targets were conducted, which 
reflected the proficiency of the crews and 

high levels of interoperability.
During helicopter operations, cross deck 

landing operations were carried out. Ships 
from participating countries also exercised 
for replenishment at sea with Indian Navy’s 

tanker which requires precise manoeuvring 
and seamanship skills.

The next few days witnessed an increase 
in the complexity of exercises including 
underway replenishment, advanced anti-
submarine exercises with participation 
by aircraft, surface target firings and 
simulation of complex operational 
scenarios.

The Closing Ceremony of MILAN 22 was 
held in a unique format with Commanding 
Officers of participating ships arriving 
by helicopters and boats onboard INS 
Jalashwa at anchorage. Six foreign ships 
attended the Closing Ceremony in virtual 
mode.

The ceremony was presided over 
by RAdm Sanjay Bhalla, Flag Officer 
Commanding Eastern Fleet.The ceremony 
included a debrief of the exercises 
conducted at sea. Commanding Officers 
of participating countries expressed their 
appreciation for the well-conducted 
harbour and sea phase of MILAN 22.

MILAN 2022 Concludes
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Indian Navy and HAL signed a 
'Mutual Expression of Interest' to 
facilitate Faculty Exchange Program 

between Naval Institute of Aeronautical 
Technology, Kochi and HAL Management 
Academy, Bengaluru on 24th February 

2022. This association is aimed to facilitate 
development of key skill-sets amongst 
trainees to help them imbibe latest aviation 
technologies and Maintenance, Repair & 
Overhaul (MRO) management through 
conduct of short-term, long-term and 
capsule courses, guest lectures, workshops 
and conferences. The 'Mutual Expression 
of Interest' was signed by RAdm Deepak 
Bansal, VSM, Assistant Chief of Naval 
Staff (Air Materiel) and Dr G Srikantha 
Sharma, General Manager & Head of HAL 
Management Academy during the 3rd IN-
HAL Apex Level Meeting in presence of 
VAdm Ravneet Singh, PVSM, AVSM, NM, 
Deputy Chief of Naval Staff and Shri MS 
Velpari, Director (Operations), HAL. The 
staff and trainees of both the Institutes 
would be immensely benefited through 
this exchange.

Defence Secretary Dr Ajay Kumar 
commissioned Indian Coast 
Guard Ship (ICGS) Saksham, 

the fifth in the series of 105-metre 
Offshore Patrol Vessels (OPVs) class, at 
Goa  in the presence of Director General 
Coast Guard Shri V S Pathania and other 
senior dignitaries of Central and State 
governments. 

‘Saksham’, meaning ‘capable’, is 
manifestation of ICG will and commitment 
of ‘Yatra, Tatra, Sarvatra’ adage towards 
the maritime interest of the Nation.

The 105-meter OPV has been designed 
and built indigenously by Goa Shipyard 
Limited and fitted with advance 
technology, navigation and communication 
equipment, sensors and machinery. The 

vessel will be fitted with a 30-mm 2A42 
Medak gun and two 12.7-mm Stabilised 
Remote Controlled Gun (SRCGs) with 
FCS. The ship has been equipped with an 
Integrated Bridge System (IBS), Integrated 
Platform Management System (IPMS), 
Power Management System (PMS) and 
High Power External fire-fighting (EFF) 
system. The ship is designed to carry a 
twin-engine helicopter and four high-
speed boats including two inflatable boats 
for boarding operation, search & rescue, 
law enforcement and maritime patrol. 
The ship is also capable of carrying limited 
pollution response equipment to contain 
oil spills in the seas.

The ship displaces approximately 2,350 
tons (gross registered tonnage) and is 

propelled by two 9,100 KW diesel engines 
to attain a maximum speed of 26 knots. 
She has an endurance of 6,000-nautical 
mile at economical speed. The sustenance 
and reach, coupled with the latest and 
modern equipment and system, provides 
her the capability to perform the role of a 
command platform and undertake tasks to 
fulfil the Coast Guard charter.

The ship, on joining the Coast Guard fleet, 
will be based at Kochi. She will be deployed 
extensively for Exclusive Economic Zones 
surveillance and other duties as enshrined 
in the Coast Guard charter. Presently, 
the ICG has an expanding fleet of ships 
and aircraft. Further, numerous ships 
are at various stages of construction at 
different Indian shipyards and Advance 
Light Helicopters are under production at 
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited, Bengaluru 
that will provide the added strength to the 
surveillance capabilities of ICG to deal with 
the ever-dynamic maritime challenges. The 
ICGS Saksham is commanded by Deputy 
Inspector General P Rajesh and manned 
by 10 officers and 95 sailors.

Defence Secretary commissions Offshore 
Patrol Vessels ICGS Saksham at Goa

Indian Navy and HAL Sign 
Mutual Expression of Interest

RAdm Deepak Bansal VSM, Asst. Chief of Naval Staff (Air Materials) and Srikantha 
Sharma, General Manager & Head of HAL Management Academy exchanging the 
documents
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‘Indo-Saudi Ties to Scale Greater 
Heights in the Coming Years’

The two leaders – Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri 
Narendra Modi and His Royal Highness Crown 
Prince Mohammed Bin Salman share a unique 
bonhomie which they have developed over several 
interactions over the years. Both leaders share a 
transformational vision for their countries, and 
this has translated into several opportunities for 
partnership in new areas. This augurs well for the 
relationship to reach greater heights over the next 
few years. Overall, the direction of the India-Saudi 
bilateral defence relationship remains extremely 
positive with several initiatives being taken. Both 
countries are ascending powers and major players 
in their respective regions and are natural partners 
in addressing the various security challenges 
confronting the region, said Dr. Ausaf Sayeed, the 
Secretary of Overseas Indian Affairs and former 
Indian Ambassador to Saudi Arabia. In an exclusive 
interview with Aeromag, he talks about the 
growing bilateral relations between India and Saudi 
Arabia and the new focus areas.

On a bilateral front, what are the new 
milestones in the decades-old relations 
between India and Saudi Arabia? What are 
the major sectors of cooperation between 
the two countries? 

As we mark the 75th anniversary of 
establishment of diplomatic relations 
between the two countries, India’s 
relationship with the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia has emerged as one of the most 
important partnerships of India in its 
extended neighbourhood. The bilateral 
relationship is on an upward trajectory 
across all areas of cooperation, and has 
been elevated to a strategic partnership.  
Politically, there have been frequent 
interactions and exchanges both at the 
leadership and the ministerial level. In 
September 2021, the Saudi Foreign 
Minister visited India and called on the 
Hon’ble Prime Minister and also met 
the External Affairs Minister. Defence 
cooperation has further expanded with 

the mutual visits of the Army chiefs of 
both countries recently.

On the commercial side, India has 
emerged as the Kingdom’s second largest 
trade partner for 2021, and overall trade 
has surpassed pre-pandemic levels. 
Cultural relations are also progressing 
well, and last year Saudi Arabia and India 
entered into a historic MOU on Yoga 
Cooperation. 

How did Prime Minister Narendra’ Modi’s 
visits to Saudi Arabia help to cement the 
bilateral relations further?

The Hon’ble Prime Minister has visited 
Saudi Arabia twice – in April 2016 and 
October 2019. The first visit was a 
landmark visit which set the tone for the 
intensification of cooperation, especially in 
the areas of security and defence. In the 
second visit of the Hon’ble Prime Minister, 
besides the signing of MoUs in various 
areas, the growing ties were formalized in 

the form of a strategic partnership which 
began a new era of bilateral cooperation. 

The formation of the Strategic 
Partnership Council, which is headed by 
the Prime Minister and the Crown Prince 
at the leadership level, serves as the 
institutional framework for cooperation 
going forward across all fields. This 
Council is supported by two verticals – the 
Economic and Investment vertical headed 
by the Commerce and Industries Minister 
and the Saudi Energy Minister; and the 
Political, Security, Social and Culture 
vertical headed by the External Affairs 
Minister and the Saudi Foreign Minister. 

While the opportunity for face-to-
face interactions since the beginning of 
the pandemic has been limited, several 
rounds of official-level meetings through 
Joint Working Groups have already been 
held through the virtual format, and the 
ministerial meetings are scheduled to be 
held soon. 

Dr. Ausaf Sayeed
Secretary of Overseas Indian Affairs 
& former Indian Ambassador to Saudi Arabia.
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While energy security continues to 
dominate the agenda, security and 
Defence cooperation are becoming more 
important in the India-Saudi relationship. 
What are the activities regarding Defence 
deals, JVs, interaction between Armed 
Forces etc.?

The signing of the landmark Riyadh 
Declaration in 2010 was perhaps the 
starting point in structured bilateral 
defence cooperation between India and 
Saudi Arabia.  Bilateral defence ties gained 
further momentum in 2012, when the 
two sides decided to establish a Joint 
Committee on Defence Cooperation 
(JCDC), which would identify areas 
for cooperation in the field of defence. 
The JCDC has held four meetings - in 
2012, 2016, 2017 and 2019 — during 
which fruitful discussions were held on 
training and capacity building, intelligence 
exchange, maritime security and the 
promotion of defence industries. Defence 
cooperation between the two countries 
got a major boost with the visit of then 
Crown Prince Salman (the present king) 
to New Delhi in 2014, when a MoU on 
defence cooperation was formally signed.

During the official visit of Hon’ble Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi to Riyadh in 
October 2019, the General Authority 

of Military Industries (GAMI) of Saudi 
Arabia and the Department of Defence 
Production of India signed a MoU covering 
collaboration in military acquisitions, 
joint research, forming joint ventures and 
technology transfers.

2021 witnessed enhanced bilateral 
engagements between the Royal Saudi 
Navy and Indian Navy aimed towards 

securing the region’s overall maritime 
security. Goodwill visits by Indian Ships 
have been a major component of defence 
cooperation with 16 Indian Navy and 
Coast Guard vessels entering Saudi ports 
since 2015.  In 2021, we had three Indian 
Ship visits and the first bilateral Naval 
exercise “Al Mohed-Al Hindi” with the 
Kingdom conducted in August 2021 on 
the Eastern Coast at Jubail.  In September 
2021, Indian Naval Chief had an 
interaction with the Commander of Royal 
Saudi Naval Forces on the sidelines of 24th 
International Seapower Symposium held in 
Naval War College, USA.  

Building forward on the relations 
post the historic visit of General Manoj 
Mukund Naravane, Chief of Indian Army 
in December 2020, and both the Land 
Forces Chiefs had telephonic conversations 
in February and December 2021 and 
recently on 09 February 2022 to monitor 
the progress of bilateral relations.  Also 
in a historic first, Commander of Royal 
Saudi Land Forces visited India from 14 
to 16 February 2022 with a high-level 
delegation to discuss bilateral defence 
cooperation issues. 

Despite COVID induced travel 
restrictions, officers from both Royal Saudi 
Armed Forces and Indian Armed Forces 
are undergoing training in the various 
military institutes.  In 2022, we expect 
more exchanges and training activities to 
be conducted between the two friendly 
countries.  New areas of cooperation 

Dr Ausaf Sayeed with Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi
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are being mutually identified to include 
Intelligence Sharing, Counter Terrorism, 
Artificial Intelligence and Cyber Security.

The ‘World Defence Show’, scheduled 
in Riyadh in first week of March 2022 is 
likely to witness attendance of a number 
of Indian Public and Private industries.  
A senior delegation is also expected to 
represent Indian Armed forces during 
the premier event.  Overall, the direction 
of the India-Saudi bilateral defence 
relationship remains extremely positive 
with several initiatives being taken. Both 
countries are ascending powers and major 
players in their respective regions and are 
natural partners in addressing the various 
security challenges confronting the region.

How do the countries associate with 
each other on counter terrorism and anti-
extremism activities? 

Terrorism in all its manifestations is 
unacceptable and can never be justified.  
Today all nation states in every region are 
vulnerable to terrorism and this menace 
has become a global concern.  India since 
its Independence has been facing the 

problem of terrorism in different parts of 
the country and has close cooperation 
with various friendly countries to tackle 
this global threat.  Both India and Saudi 
Arabia are committed partners to reduce 
the menace of extremism and cooperate in 
fighting terrorism. 

 Towards the same, we have regular 
information and intelligence exchanges 
at the highest levels and share a working 
relationship to combat the same.  In the 
last couple of years, both countries have 
signed several agreements in the field of 
security, including an extradition treaty.  
We are aware of the numerous initiatives 
being taken by Saudi side to combat 
terrorism in their volatile neighbourhood 
– they are part of the global coalition to 
counter ISIS, the effective working of 
IMCTC are steps taken by them in this 
regard.  India is willing to cooperate in any 
manner to tackle this global menace which 
affects us all.

Finally, on a personal note, how would 
you describe the evolution of Indo-Saudi 
Arabia partnership as you have witnessed 

it up close, and the personal rapport that 
has grown steadily between the two 
leaders – Prime Minister Modi and Saudi 
Prince Mohammed Bin Salman?

As I complete my three-year tenure in 
the Kingdom as Ambassador, I look back 
on the various milestones and evolution of 
the bilateral relationship with tremendous 
satisfaction.  

I have spent nearly a decade of my 
diplomatic career in the Kingdom at 
various points of time, and can say 
that along with the developments and 
achievements of both countries in various 
fields, the relationship has also evolved and 
has become more multi-faceted. The two 
leaders – Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
and His Royal Highness Crown Prince 
Mohammed Bin Salman share a unique 
bonhomie which they have developed over 
several interactions over the years.  Both 
leaders share a transformational vision 
for their countries, and this has translated 
into several opportunities for partnership 
in new areas. This augurs well for the 
relationship to reach greater heights over 
the next few years.

Dr. Ausaf Sayeed with Saudi Minister for Haj and Umrah H.E. Dr. Mohammad Saleh bin Taher Benten 
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Rafael Advanced Defense 
Systems, the Israel Missile 
Defense Organization (IMDO), 

in the Directorate for Defense R&D of 
the Israel Ministry of Defense, and the 
IDF have completed a successful series of 
live-fire tests of the ‘C-Dome’ system – 
an advanced naval configuration of the 
Iron Dome defense system.

The ‘C-Dome’ was operated for the 
first time aboard the Israeli Naval Ship 
(INS) Sa’ar 6 ‘Magen’ corvette against 
multiple advanced threats. The crew 

members of the INS ‘Magen’ led the 
‘C-Dome’ tests. 

The test campaign consisted of a 
number of scenarios simulating advanced 
threats, including rockets, cruise missiles 
and UAVs. The ‘C-Dome’ is capable of 
successfully intercepting such threats.

This successful live-fire test is an 
important milestone and demonstrates 
the operational capability of the Israeli 
Navy to defend the strategic assets 
and vital interests of the State of Israel 
against current and evolving threats.  

The ‘C-Dome’ onboard missile 
defense system is based on the Iron 
Dome defense system developed by 
Rafael, with the command-and-control 
system developed by mPrest. ‘C-Dome’ 
interfaces with the Saar 6’s ‘Adir’ radar, 
developed by IAI’s ELTA division.

It joins other advanced systems that 
make up Israel’s multi-tier missile defense 
array, including the Arrow and David’s 
Sling systems. Development of ‘C-Dome’ 
was led by the IMDO in Israel’s Ministry 
of Defense.

Rafael’s ‘C-Dome’ Completes  
1st Interceptions Aboard Sa’ar 6 Corvettes

A joint team of scientists 
from Defence Research and 
Development Organisation 

(DRDO) and Indian Institute of 
Technology (IIT) Delhi, for the first time 
in the country, successfully demonstrated 
Quantum Key Distribution link between 
Prayagraj and Vindhyachal in Uttar 
Pradesh, a distance of more than 100 
kilometres.

This technological breakthrough was 
achieved over a commercial grade optical 
fibre already available in field. With this 
success, the country has demonstrated 

indigenous technology of secure key 
transfer for bootstrapping military grade 
communication security key hierarchy.

The performance parameters have 
been measured and have been found 
to be repetitively within the reported 
international standards at sifted key rates 
of up to 10 KHz. This technology will 
enable security agencies to plan a suitable 
quantum communication network with 
indigenous technology backbone.

Secretary Department of Defence R&D 
and Chairman DRDO Dr. G. Satheesh 
Reddy congratulated the scientists and 

faculty of DRDO and IIT Delhi for the 
demonstration of this technology.

In his message to the involved scientific 
fraternity, he mentioned this as one of the 
shining examples of synergetic research 
between DRDO and Indian Institute of 
Technology, Delhi.

Director of IIT Delhi Professor Rangan 
Banerjee also congratulated the faculty 
of IIT Delhi and scientists of DRDO 
associated with this development for their 
dedicated efforts to enhance country’s 
technological capability.

DRDO, IIT Delhi Scientists Demonstrate 
Quantum Key Distribution Between 2 Cities
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The Indian Navy showcased its 
latest state-of-art indigenously 
built combat platforms during 

the 12th edition of the Presidential Fleet 
Review in Visakhapatnam.

This Presidential Fleet Review-2022 was 
also part of the 75th anniversary of India’s 
Independence being celebrated as ‘Azadi 
Ka Amrit Mahotsav’. After a 21-Gun 
Salute and Ceremonial Guard of Honour, 
President and Supreme Commander 
of the armed forces of India, Ram Nath 
Kovind reviewed the Indian Navy Fleet.

With the theme ‘75 years in Service 
of the Nation,’ President embarked on 
the Presidential yacht, INS Sumitra, an 
indigenously built Naval Offshore Patrol 
Vessel designated as the Presidential 
yacht. The President was received by 
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh and 
Admiral R Hari Kumar, the Chief of Naval 
Staff.

The yacht sailed past 44 ships from the 
Navy, Coast Guard, SCI and MoES lined 
up in four columns at anchorage off 

Visakhapatnam, exhibiting the nation’s 
maritime power in full display.

A spectacular flypast was conducted 
as a part of the static review of the 
fleet. During the final stage of the 
review, a mobile column of warships and 
submarines carried out high-speed steam 
past alongside the presidential yacht.

Several enthralling waterfront activities 
by Parade of Sails, Search and Rescue 
Demonstration at Sea, Aerobatics by 
Hawk aircraft and Water Para Jumps by 
the elite Marine Commandos (MARCOS) 
held the guests mesmerised.

As the presidential yacht passed 
between the review columns, each ship 
dressed in full regalia, manned by her 
ship’s company saluted the President with 
traditional “Three Jais” in a demonstration 
of the unconditional allegiance to the 
country and the Supreme Commander.

The President also witnessed 
demonstrations in the form of a composite 
flypast by 55 aircraft including Chetaks, 
ALH, Sea Kings, KAMOVs, Dorniers, IL-
38SD, P8I,Hawks, and MiG 29K.

Addressing the Fleet during the Review, 
the President said that the Indian Navy’s 
constant vigil, prompt response to 

incidents, and untiring efforts have been 
highly successful in ensuring the safety of 
the seas and of the maritime commons 
which are critical to our trade and energy 
needs.

The President expressed his happiness 
on the Indian Navy becoming increasingly 
self-reliant and being at the forefront of 
the ‘Make in India’ initiative. He noted 
that about 70 per cent of the contents 
of several warships and submarines 
under construction in various public and 
private shipyards across the country are 
indigenous.

He said that it is a matter of great pride 
that India has built nuclear submarines 
and soon we would have our indigenously 
built aircraft carrier, ‘Vikrant’, joining the 
service. He added that the development 
of indigenous naval shipbuilding 
capabilities is an impressive contribution 
to the making of an ‘Aatmanirbhar 
Bharat’.

The review was followed by the 
release of a special First Day Cover and 
a commemorative stamp by the President 
in the presence of Rajnath Singh and 
Minister of State for Communication 
Devusinh J Chauhan.

Indian Navy Showcases Latest 
Indigenous Acquisitions
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Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) has 
delivered the first F-16 wing and 
vertical fin to Lockheed Martin, 

following the reopening of the F-16 wing 
assembly line at IAI.

As a result of increased worldwide 
demand for the F-16 Block 70/72, IAI 
reopened the assembly lines that had 
been established in the 1980s to continue 
production of the F-16 aerostructures 
assembled at IAI.

The F-16 wings and vertical fins will 
be shipped to the F-16 production and 
final assembly line in Greenville, South 
Carolina, USA.

Prior to reopening the F-16 assembly 
lines, IAI invested in modernizing 
infrastructure, improving the work 
environment, and introducing new 
tools to produce fully compliant F-16 
aerostructures.

IAI also successfully re-established the 
supply chain of hardware suppliers to 
support the assembly lines, checked and 
verified tooling, carried out necessary first 
article inspections, and conducted training 
programs for the F-16 team.

The F-16 wing and vertical fin assembly 
lines were the first of IAI and Lockheed 
Martin’s collaborations, which have grown 
and expanded in the fields of aviation and 
defense. In addition to wings and vertical 
fins, IAI also produces the F-16 Conformal 
Fuel Tanks. 

Boaz Levy, IAI President & CEO, said, 
“The first delivery of the F-16 wing and 
vertical fins represents a continuation 
of IAI’s decades-long cooperation 
with Lockheed Martin to manufacture 
aerostructures for customers worldwide. 
Built on the newly refurbished and 
technologically advanced assembly line, 

the F-16 wing and vertical fins represent 
over 40 years of cooperation between IAI 
and Lockheed Martin. The reactivated F-16 
assembly lines join IAI’s aerostructures 
centre of excellence for fighter aircraft. 
With decades of experience, customer 
satisfaction, and continued technological 
advancement, these first deliveries are 
a testament to IAI’s leading role in the 
aviation industry.”

Joshua (Shiki) Shani, Chief Executive, 
Lockheed Martin Israel, said, “The F-16 is 
a strategic and valuable choice for many 
customers around the world seeking 
advanced, 4th generation fighter aircraft 
capabilities, regional and worldwide 
partnerships, and affordable lifecycle 
costs. Five nations have chosen the 
F-16 Block 70/72 for these reasons and 
more. We are proud to have local Israeli 
production of wings for the F-16 at the IAI 
facilities, which already produces wings for 
the F-35, and we look forward to growing 
our partnerships and cooperations with 
the Israeli industries.”

IAI’s Aviation Group is a leader in 
developing and producing advanced 
composite materials technologies, avionic 
structures, and assemblies. It offers a 
dedicated line for making F-35 outer 
wing boxes and their skins. With these 
capabilities, the Aviation Group serves 
the world’s largest aerospace companies, 
including Lockheed Martin, Boeing, major 
airlines such as Alitalia and WizzAir, 
and leading shipping companies such as 
Amazon and DHL.

IAI Delivers First F-16 Wing & 
Vertical Fin to Lockheed Martin
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Boeing has delivered the 12th P-8I maritime patrol aircraft 
to India. This is the fourth of four additional aircraft 
delivered under the options contract signed by the 

Ministry of Defence (MoD) in 2016.
“Customer centricity, commitment to the modernization and 

mission-readiness of India’s defence forces are key values to our 
partnership with India,” said Surendra Ahuja, managing director, 
Boeing Defence India.

“With this delivery of the P-8I maritime patrol aircraft, we 
continue to nurture this partnership and are fully committed to 
working closely with India’s defence forces to deliver the right 
value and capabilities to meet their operational needs,” Ahuja 
added.

The P-8I is an integral part of the Indian Navy’s fleet and has 
surpassed 35,000 flight hours since it was inducted in 2013. 
The aircraft, with its exceptional maritime surveillance and 
reconnaissance capabilities, versatility and operational readiness, 
has proven to be an important asset to the Navy.

In addition to unmatched maritime reconnaissance and anti-
submarine warfare capabilities, the P-8I has been deployed to 
assist during disaster relief and humanitarian missions.

The Indian Navy was the first international customer for the P-8 
and today the P-8 is also operated by the U.S. Navy, the Royal 
Australian Air Force, the United Kingdom’s Royal Air Force and 
the Royal Norwegian Air Force.

Boeing said it remains committed in its efforts to further the 
Aatmanirbhar vision for manufacture, sustainment and support of 

the Indian Navy’s P-8I fleet. Boeing Defence India (BDI), Boeing’s 
local entity in India, supports India’s growing P-8I fleet by 
providing training to Indian Navy flight crews, spare parts, ground 
support equipment and field-service representative support. 
Boeing’s integrated logistics support has enabled a high state of 
fleet readiness at the lowest possible cost.

Several complex and mission critical P-8I components such as 
the radar fingerprinting system, IFF (I/T) and datalink, speech 
secrecy system, mobile satcom system and wire harnesses are 
made in India by supplier partners, including Micro, Small & 
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) located across the nation. Boeing 
plans to enhance in-country technical services support for the 
P-8I fleet by leveraging the skills and expertise of Boeing’s India 
Engineering and Technology Center.

Boeing is also completing construction on the Training Support 
& Data Handling Centre at INS Rajali, Arakkonam, in Tamil Nadu, 
and a secondary centre at the Naval Institute of Aeronautical 
Technology, Kochi, as part of a training-and-support package 
contract signed in 2019.

The indigenous, ground-based training will allow the IN crew to 
increase mission proficiency in a shorter time, while reducing the 
on-aircraft training time resulting in increased aircraft availability 
for mission tasking.

Boeing said it is focused on delivering value to Indian customers 
with advanced technologies and is committed to creating 
sustainable value in the Indian aerospace sector – developing 
local suppliers, and shaping academic and research collaborations 
with Indian institutions. Boeing has strengthened its supply chain 
with more than 275 partners in India and a joint venture to 
manufacture fuselages for Apache helicopters.

Annual sourcing from India stands at $1 billion. Boeing currently 
employs over 3,500 people in India, and more than 7,000 people 
work with its supply chain partners. Boeing’s employee efforts 
and India country-wide engagement serves communities and 
citizenship programmes to inspire change and make an impact on 
more than 500,000 lives.

Indian Navy Receives 12th P-8I 
Maritime Patrol Aircraft

The Indo-Oman exercise, Eastern Bridge-VI (2022) was 
successfully conducted at Air Force Station Jodhpur in 
February.

The Royal Air Force of Oman (RAFO) participated with the 
Indian Air Force (lAF) in the exercise which was aimed at providing 

operational exposure and undertaking mutual exchange of best 
practices, towards enhancing operational capabilities of both the 
Air Forces.

Senior officers from both sides who visited Air Force Station 
Jodhpur during this exercise included RAFO's Director General 
Operations and IAF South Western Air Command's Senior Air 
Staff Officer.

They discussed further prospects of mutual co-operation. The 
exercise provided an opportunity for fruitful interaction between 
IAF and RAFO elements through mutual exchange of experience 
and operational knowledge.

It also provided avenues of cultural exchanges between the 
personnel of both countries.

Indo-Oman Exercise Successfully Conducted
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Troop Comforts Limited (TCL), 
a Government of India (GoI) 
enterprise under the Ministry 

of Defence (MoD), has signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
with IIT Delhi to develop “Smart Protective 
Clothing” for the Indian Security Forces.

The TCL Group produces Troop Comfort 
Items for defence and paramilitary forces. 
The Group has four factories – Ordnance 
Equipment Factory, Kanpur, UP; Ordnance 
Clothing Factory, Shahjahanpur, UP; 
Ordnance Clothing Factory, Avadi, TN and 
Ordnance Equipment Factory, Hazratpur, 
UP.

Under the MoU, IIT Delhi and TCL 

will work in the area of research and 
development of garments and equipment 
for the security personnel deployed in the 
high-altitude areas like Siachen Glacier, 
clothing for protection from ballistic 
weapons and development of sensor 
fitted garments.

All the four TCL factories depending 
upon their requirements will assign 
projects to IIT Delhi for research and 
innovation. The scope of the collaboration 
will cover all the new fields including 
application of smart textiles to defence 
applications, integration of artificial 
intelligence in Troop Comfort Items 
and development of futuristic infantry 

solider as a system (Integration of 
Telecommunication & Health Monitoring 
Device).

Both organisations will constitute a Joint 
Working Group (JWG) to facilitate the 
initiation of the collaborative projects.

“Under the self-reliant India mission, 
this MoU with IIT Delhi will prove to be 
a milestone in the direction of making the 
country’s security forces empowered and 
modern,” said S.K. Sinha, CMD, TCL.

“IIT Delhi’s Textile and Fibre Engineering 
Department is well-known for innovations 
in the area of smart textiles. It’s privilege 
for us to support our security forces 
through this MoU with TCL,” said Prof. 
Sunil Kumar Khare, Dean R&D, IIT Delhi.

The TCL Group, which is undergoing 
transformation as per the recent policies 
of the government, is aiming to be 
complete integral solution provider for the 
forces’ requirements. The government-
run firm is aiming to switch over from 
conventional items to technology driven 
items catering to the security forces as 
well as civil market.

Troop Comforts Signs MoU with IIT Delhi to Develop 
Smart Protective Clothing for Security Forces

Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers Ltd 
(GRSE), a Mini Ratna Category 1 Defence 
PSU and a leading warship building company 

of India was conferred with two major awards in 
the categories of ‘CSR and Sustainability’ (Winner) 
& ‘Corporate Governance’ (Runner up) at a virtual 
ceremony of 11th ICC PSE Excellence Awards. The 
awards were announced by Dr. Bhaskar Chatterjee, 
Former Secretary of the Department of Public 
Enterprises (DPE) and Chief of the Jury Committee.

The PSE Excellence Awards is an initiative by the Indian 
Chamber of Commerce (ICC), to acknowledge the 
efforts of PSEs and their extraordinary contribution in 
shaping up the Indian economy.

PSE Excellence Awards were started in 2010 by ICC 
along with the Department of Public Enterprises, 
Ministry of Heavy Industries, Government of India.

These awards are conferred in Operational 
Performance Excellence, Corporate Governance, Human 
Resources Management Excellence, R&D & Technology 
development, CSR & Sustainability, Best Turnaround, 
Innovation in Business, and Company of the year 
categories.

GRSE wins 2 awards
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Embraer’s largest commercial 
aircraft, the E195-E2 (call sign PR-
ZIQ) will be at Wings India 2022 

as part of its demonstration tour around 
India. Showcasing a stunning ‘TechLion’ 
livery that covers the entire aircraft’s 
fuselage, this aircraft is the largest member 
of the new generation E-Jets family, the 
E-Jets E2, and is designed to seat up to 
146 passengers in its signature two by two 
seating.

“India’s aviation scene is at a turning 
point and now is the moment for airlines 
to reposition themselves for sustainable 
growth,” said Raul Villaron, Asia Pacific 
Vice-President for Embraer Commercial 
Aviation. “The E195-E2, offers a low 
cost per seat, making it very competitive 
with large narrow-body aircraft that are 

prevalent in India. It is the perfect aircraft 
for airlines to tap for the next frontier of 
growth – connectivity to Tier-II and Tier-III 
cities.”

According to Embraer’s analysis, even 
before COVID, 50% of domestic flights in 
India had between 90 to 150 passengers 
per flight. This makes the E195-E2’s 
combination of ideal capacity and low 
unit cost a compelling platform to connect 
metro to non-metro and non-metro to 
non-metro cities in India. 

The E195-E2, part of Embraer’s E2 
family of advanced jets, is dubbed 
the profit hunter because of its high 
performance and low fuel burn. It 
delivers the lowest operating costs and 
highest yields for airlines, more comfort 
for passengers and space for their bags, 

smallest noise footprint and less impact 
on the environment. It is powered by 
PW1900G GTF™ engines. The E195-E2 
is operated by several airlines globally 
including KLM (The Netherlands), Helvetic 
Airlines (Switzerland), Azul (Brazil), Air 
Peace (Nigeria) and soon, Porter Airlines 
(Canada). 

Embraer has a long-standing presence 
in India and has been intrinsic to the 
country’s aerospace ecosystem. Embraer’s 
commercial aircraft, business jets, defense 
aircraft and systems are used in the 
country. Embraer has also established 
several authorized service centres across 
the country with Air Works India and 
Indamer Aviation.

Commercial Aviation: Star Air, a full-
Embraer aircraft operator has five ERJ145s 
and flies it across its network of 13 
destinations in India. 

Business Aviation: There are 18 business 
jets in India, from the Phenom, Legacy & 
Lineage family 

(Phenom 100, Phenom 300, Legacy 
600/650 & Lineage 1000). 

Government & Defense: Embraer 
collaborated with DRDO to produce 3 
‘Netra’ AEW&C on the Embraer ERJ145 
platform which is operated by the Indian 
Air Force (IAF). Embraer’s Legacy 600 jets 
are also operated by the IAF and Border 
Security Force (BSF) for the transportation 
of government officials and VIPs.

Embraer Displays Cutting-edge 
E195-E2 at Wings India

SASMOS Signs MoU with HAL & NAeL

SASMOS HET Technologies Limited, 
a Bangalore-based manufacturer 
and developer of Electrical, 

Electromechanical and Electronics 
integrated solutions, has signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
with  Hindustan Aeronautics Limited 

(HAL) and its wholly-owned subsidiary 
Naini Aerospace Limited (NAel), to 
work together in the field of advanced 
electronics, electrical and Fibre optics 
interconnections in the aerospace domain.

The MoU was signed by Krishna, General 
Manager,- HAL, Amit Mai Shrivastava 

, CEO NAeL and S. Sethuraman, 
Director, Sasmos in the presence of R 
Madhavan, CMD, HAL, Sajal Prakash, 
CEO HAL Accessories Complex and H 
G Chandrashekar, Founder and MD 
SASMOS.

The MoU is intended to explore business 
co-operation, especially in the northern 
India, through utilization of capacity 
and capabilities of NAeL to bring their 
complementary skills and competencies, 
experience and expertise in fibre optics, 
electronics and electrical interconnected 
system in the Aerospace domain through 
the support from HAL and SASMOS.
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 ‘Karnataka Aims to be 
a $1 trillion Economy in Six Years’

Karnataka is India’s leading 
investment destination, with 
multiple accolades to itself. These 

achievements include securing first rank in 
attracting investments since 2016, coffee 
production, Biotech production & exports, 
India Innovation Index etc. in India. 
The capital city Bengaluru is the world's 
4th largest technology & innovation 
cluster. The state is first in Green Energy 
production with 63% of its installed 
capacity coming from renewable energy 
sector.

An able leadership has been decisive 
for the state in winning these accolades. 
Under the leadership of Dr. Murugesh R 
Nirani, Minister for Large and Medium 
Industries, Government of Karnataka, 
the state has emerged as one of the most 
attractive investment destinations in India 
due to the many progressive reforms of the 
government. The state’s pro-active policies 

and business-friendly measures resulted in 
the state attracting huge investments.

Dr. Nirani said that Karnataka has 
been able to support industries and 
attract further investments despite the 
challenging pandemic situation. Karnataka 
has successfully garnered more than Rs 1 
lakh Crore worth investments since the 
beginning of the challenging pandemic 
situation in March’2020. During the first 
wave of COVID, Karnataka was one of 
the first states to lift the lockdown. This 
helped key industries such as Electronics, 
Aerospace & Defence etc. During the 
second wave of COVID, the ministry 
ensured that essential industries were 
allowed to operate during the lockdown.

Karnataka has positioned itself as a prime 
location for the Aerospace & Defence 
industry in India. The establishment of 
institutions and PSUs like HAL, NAL, 
DRDO, ISRO, and IISc created a strong 

ecosystem and as a result over the years, 
leading global players have set up their 
shops in the state. Karnataka was the 
first state to announce the Aerospace & 
Defence Policy. The state’s pro-active 
policies and business-friendly measures 
resulted in the state attracting huge 
investments.

“Elaborating further on Karnataka’s 
predominant position in the defence 
and aerospace sector, we have 25% of 
India’s aircraft and spacecraft industry is 
based in Karnataka. More than 67% of 
all Aircraft and Helicopter manufacturing 
for Defence services is done in Karnataka 
and it contributes to 65% of the country's 
aerospace-related exports. We are home to 
more than 2000 Small & micro-enterprises 
along with 70% of India’s supplier base 
which executes subcontracting work for 
the Defence PSUs,” Dr. Nirani said.

The state has wooed the business 

Under the leadership of Dr. Murugesh R Nirani, 
Minister for Large and Medium Industries, 
Government of Karnataka, the state has been 
winning accolades in all industrial sectors 
through several achievements. Karnataka 
has emerged as one of the most attractive 
investment destinations in India due to the 
many progressive reforms of the government. 
Ever since he has come to power, Dr.Nirani has 
been successful in creating an entrepreneurial 
environment in the state, enhancing investment 
proposals through various pro-industry 
measures. The state’s pro-active policies and 
business-friendly measures resulted in the state 
attracting huge investments. Today, he has 
turned around the industrial sector that was 
hit by the pandemic and the state is aiming 
to become a $1 trillion economy in six years. 
Speaking to Aeromag, the minister talks about 
the how Karnataka has become a preferred 
destination for national and global investors 
and has remained a top recipient of FDIs inflows 
in India.

Dr. Murugesh R Nirani
Minister for Large and Medium Industries 

Government of Karnataka
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leaders to make investments in Karnataka 
by briefing them about the business 
ecosystem and excellent opportunities in 
the state. Karnataka is a leader in space 
and defence sectors and emerged as India’s 
biggest space cluster. “We are also the 
second biggest manufacturer of electrical 
machinery. We tried to attract more 
foreign investments in aerospace, defence, 
space, health, handloom, food processing, 
and other sectors,” the minister said.

The state has recently taken multiple 
bold measures to enhance the offering 
to companies. The New Industrial Policy 
2020-25 released in Aug-2020, providing 
further thrust to key areas such as – 
Industry 4.0, advanced manufacturing, 
R&D - aimed at becoming an integral part 
of the global value chain. The policy also 
offers attractive financial incentives, such 
as an investment promotion subsidy of 
up to 2.25% of annual turnover for 6-10 
years. Companies can avail of this subsidy 
up to 40-60% of the Value of their Fixed 
Assets.

“The Government of Karnataka has 
taken several measures to enhance 
investor friendliness in the state. Karnataka 
attracted 3rd highest FDI in India in 2020-
21 at $7.6 Bn with 14% national share. 
We have enhanced Ease of Doing Business 
and relaxed labour laws creating a friendly 
working environment for both companies 
and employees. With comprehensive 
policy reforms, we continue to emphasize 
that we are a policy-driven state, an 
excellent investment destination, and 
hence deliver continuity in our promises to 
investors,” he said.

Recently, Karnataka took the lead to 
participate at the Dubai Expo early from 
October 15 to 21 to coincide with the 
celebration of Space Week. The state 
delegation to the Dubai Expo was led by 
Dr. Nirani along with strong participation 
from senior bureaucrats, business leaders, 
and start-ups. Business and investment 

promotion were the key focus areas 
for Dr. Nirani and the state as it hosted 
seminars on aerospace, defence, start-ups 
along with one-on-one business meetings 
and visits with leading global majors for 
investing in the state.  

“The highlight of the state visit to Dubai 
was its event Karnataka- Now & Beyond’, 
where it showcased the strength and 
opportunities of Karnataka to over 200 
influential industrialists and business 
leaders in the Gulf region and beyond. 
As a result, Gulf Islamic Investment (GII), 
a leading UAE-based Shari’ah-compliant 
financial services firm with over $2 billion 
of assets under management announced 
an investment of 3750 crores in Karnataka, 
India to strengthen investment ties 
between India and the UAE,” the minister 

said.
With abundant opportunities, skills, 

and capacity to excel in the global export 
market, the State tops in software exports 
contributing to 40% of India’s exports 
and a leading player in manufacturing 
and trade exports. Karnataka has made a 
mark in aerospace, automobile, readymade 
garments, cotton yarn, silk, pharma, food 
products, minerals, marine products, 
handicrafts among others.

“Under the leadership of Chief Minister 
Basavaraj Bommai, the government is keen 
to make Karnataka a global manufacturing 
hub. The ministry is encouraging 
manufacturing companies and exporters 
to possess core competence, cutting-
edge technology and become an integral 
part of global supply chains. We have 
been encouraging our industries including 
MSME sector, start-ups, and exporters 
with many sops in an attempt to make 
India self-reliant in every sector. Karnataka 
is working to become a $1 trillion economy 
in six years. Karnataka has the potential to 
become a $1 trillion economy in six years. 
The state has that kind of vision and I am 
sure we will reach our target of a $5 trillion 
national economy,” Dr. Nirani said.

In addition to the above initiatives, 
around 558316 jobs have been created 

with the presence of 965 major and 
medium industries functional in the state 
with an investment of 307558.21 crores. 
We aim to create more than 10 lakh jobs 
during GIM in Nov 2022. Karnataka is 
the first state in India to set up exclusive 
industrial parks dedicated to women 
in Mysuru, Dharwad, Kalaburagi, and 
Harohalli. This purpose will be served if 
women entrepreneurs take advantage of 
this initiative. Women should join hands 
with the government in driving industrial 
growth by taking up entrepreneurship and 
providing jobs.

“We are proud of the fact that today 
India has 13.5 – 15.7 million women-
owned enterprises, representing 20% of 
all enterprises. Accelerating the quantity 
and quality of entrepreneurship towards 
such benchmarks can create over 30 
million women-owned enterprises and 
this is not an impossible goal. We have the 
vision and passion to work towards our 
holistic goals that are set for 2022.  Our 
ministry is dedicated to meeting the goals 
of building a robust industrialized economy 
in Karnataka that will be a benchmark for 
other states in the country,” the minister.

In the past 2 years, the state has 
attracted Rs.78,264.25 Cr investment 
and 189351 employments. Karnataka has 
a policy-driven ecosystem with policies 
covering all major verticals of the Economy 
of Karnataka. Karnataka released Industrial 
Policy 2020-25 in Aug-2020, providing 
further thrust to key. Areas such as – 
Industry 4.0, advanced manufacturing, 
R&D - aimed at becoming an integral part 
of the global value chain. 

The policy will focus on the development 
of key sectors such as Automobiles & Auto 
components, Pharmaceutical & Medical 
Devices, Engineering, and Machine Tools, 
Knowledge-based industries, Logistics, 
Renewable Energy, Aerospace & Defence, 
and Electric Vehicles. The objective is to 
attract investments worth Rs. 5 Lakh Crore 
and to create employment opportunities 
for 20 Lakh people in the next five years.

“Karnataka is planning to release 
the updated Aerospace and Defence 
Policy 2021-26 to attract Rs. 45,000 
Cr investment and generate additional 
employment of 60,000 persons. Aerospace 
is developing the first large plug-and-
play industrial park in Narsapura (near 
Bangalore) over 60+ acres to develop a 1.5 
Mn sqft built-up area,” the minister said.

Karnataka is planning to 
release the updated Aerospace 
and Defence Policy 2021-26 to 

attract Rs. 45,000 Cr investment 
and generate additional 

employment of 60,000 persons.
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Red Piranha is very active in the 
Australian defence ecosystem. Could you 
tell us more about this involvement? 

Red Piranha has been building and 
deploying defence-grade security solutions 
since 2018 and has been working with 
the Australian defence sector for much 
of that time. We are proud members of 
Team Defence Australia, which makes us a 
licensed Defence Exporters. Our products 
feature in the Australian Defence Sales 
Catalogue and have won finalist awards 
for Cyber Security Business of the Year. 

We are DISP certified, and provide 
solutions and advice on gaining 
certification, along with the cyber 
capability to secure an organisation’s place 
within Australian Defence ecosystem. This 
requires several security outcomes that 
must be met to maintain membership 
and supply endorsement. Red Piranha’s 
security platform, Crystal Eye, and our 
strategic ownership along the entire cyber 
security value chain, allows us to provide 
a full-stack solution with on-demand 
access to our village of specialist security 
resources. For our clients, this takes the 
pain and cost out of achieving assurance 
through programs like DISP certification. 

As one among the only two Australian 
cyber security companies who are part 
of Team Australia Defence, Red Piranha 
enjoys numerous export opportunities 
for its products such as Crystal Eye XDR. 
What are the firm’s major export products 
and who are the important customers? 

We predominantly work with the second 
tier supply chain, which is where we see 
critical gaps that need to be addressed. 
Many know they need to improve their 
capabilities, but simply don’t have the 
resources of primary suppliers that require 
assurances. For an organisation to put an 
effective security programme in place, it 
typically takes significant expertise just 
to make the different components work 
together. 

This leaves less resources for actually 
carrying out threat containment, let alone 
governance. So, on top of that integration, 
organisations still need to hire all the 
specialists that carry out the vulnerability 
testing, digital forensics, as well as find 
people who understand threat intelligence 
gathering techniques and technologies. 

This is where the Crystal Eye XDR 
platform and the eCISO® programme 

come in. One provides full-stack 
integration and rapid deployment of 
threat capabilities, while the other 
sures up governance measures through 
a defined methodology that can be 
adapted to any given quality standard 
or industry framework. Simply put, we 
address essential controls like training, 
network segmentation, access control, 
incident response, vulnerability testing, 
and monitoring, so that this becomes 
their base camp. From there it is about 
maturing defensive capabilities relative 
to the customer’s risks and assurance 
requirements. 

Red Piranha has taken part in the ASEAN 
Cyber Security Mission. Could you give 
details? 

Working with both Austrade and the 
Australian Defence Force, we have been 
on numerous cyber security missions over 
the last few years. More were planned but 
as everyone understands the pandemic 
has posed a range of logistical problems. 
Prior to the pandemic, we participated 
in trade missions to both Singapore and 
Indonesia and were a part of the free-
trade proceedings between Indonesian 

Red Piranha Looking to do 
More Business in Asia

Red Piranha has been building and deploying 
defence-grade security solutions since 2018 and 
has been working with the Australian defence 
sector for much of that time. It is part of Team 
Defence Australia, which makes Red Piranha a 
licensed Defence Exporter
Australia-based Red Piranha is a cybersecurity 

products and services company which has a global 
presence servicing large and small clients and 
partners across multiple industry sectors, said 
Adam Bennett, Founder and CEO, Red Piranha. He 
said Red Prianha has a close affinity with the Asia 
region, and the company is looking to do more 
business, especially once the pandemic eases. He 
added that they are planning to grow their team 
further in India and are looking forward to doing 
much more in the country.

Adam Bennett
Founder and CEO, Red Piranha
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and Australian governments. 
This year we look forward to the many 

ASEAN cyber security missions scheduled 
across Malaysia, Singapore, Qatar, India, 
Japan, and more.

Among the crucial roles of Red Piranha, 
one is related to the Henderson Alliance. 
Could you elaborate?

The Henderson Alliance is predominantly 
centered around Western Australia’s 
shipbuilding industry. The industry builds 
nearly a quarter of the ships for the US. 
The alliance is an agglomerated economy 
comprised of small and medium enterprise 
suppliers that manufacture for the defence 
sector. It is predominantly naval, but now 
also in aviation. 

Being a part of the Alliance ourselves, 
allows us to not only work with defence 
primes, but right across the supply chain, 
which is the most important thing, for 
when it comes to security you are only as 
strong as your weakest link. Essentially, 
you need assurance all the way down. It is 
an interesting ecosystem with diverse use 
cases that must be carefully considered. 

Red Piranha has a technology partnership 
with Downer Defence. What are the major 
developments in this regard? 

We now have over 400 partners 

worldwide and have seen a 600% 
increase in partner activation over the 
last six months, which is a trajectory we 
believe will continue. Largely because we 
have a world-leading security platform 
that uniquely facilitates human-machine 
teaming to solve a lot of pain points that 
organisations face when implementing 
cybersecurity. So, as you can imagine, 
there is a lot of interest. 

Could you tell us more about Red 
Piranha’s functions in the D.Start Ignite 
programme? 

The programme was initiated by the 
Department of Defence and the Defence 
Science and Technology Group (DSTG). 
We are the first non-academic institution 
to enter the program, which is a great 
achievement and undertaking that has 
afforded us special insight into the defence 
ecosystem. We are very proud of our 
collaborative efforts while working on 
defence science projects coming out of 
Australia. 

In addition to defence, Red Piranha 
caters to sectors such as education, 
financial services and health. What are the 
major products for these sectors? 

The sectors vary as they have different 
frameworks for governance, risk, and 
compliance. Like CPS 234 for banking 
and HIPAA for healthcare. In these types 
of situations, the platform we provide 

allows for flexibility when deploying and 
continually improving capabilities to meet 
the different security requirements and 
outcomes that are needed from different 
compliance frameworks. 

The Australian Signal Directorate’s 
Essential 8 for example, has very specific 
requirements and controls that must be 
met. Our solutions can be deployed easily 
and are made to work with very different 
needs. 

Apart from Australia, which are the 
places where Red Piranha has a major 
presence, what are your plans for Asia and 
India? 

We already have an office in India and 
one in Taiwan. We have partners in the 
Middle East and places like Jordon and 
Dubai, Sri Lanka and Singapore. 

As you know, Red Piranha is based out 
of Perth, in Western Australia, which is a 
time zone that allows us to work with our 
partners and customers in Asia and India. 
We have a close affinity with the region, 
and we are looking to do more business, 
especially once the pandemic eases. We 
are planning to grow our team further in 
India and are looking forward to doing 
much more there. Notwithstanding this, 
is the new defence ties between Australia 
and India, which are encouraging, and 
we hope to be able to do more as that 
partnership deepens.

21 Greenfield Airports to be set up across the country

Government of India has 
formulated a Greenfield 
Airports Policy, which provides 

guidelines, procedure and conditions for 
establishment of new Greenfield Airports 
in the country. Under the Greenfield 
Airports Policy, Government of India has 
so far accorded 'in-principle' approval 
for setting up of 21 Greenfield Airports 
across the country namely Mopa in Goa, 
Navi Mumbai, Shirdi and Sindhudurg in 
Maharashtra, Kalaburagi, Bijapur, Hassan 
and Shimoga in Karnataka, Datia (Gwalior) 
in Madhya Pradesh, Kushinagar and Noida 
(Jewar) in Uttar Pradesh, Dholera and 
Hirasar in Gujarat, Karaikal in Puducherry, 
Dagadarthi, Bhogapuram and Oravakal in 
Andhra Pradesh, Durgapur in West Bengal, 
Pakyong in Sikkim, Kannur in Kerala and 

Hollongi (Itanagar) in Arunachal Pradesh.
This information was given by the 

Minister of Civil Aviation Jyotiraditya M. 
Scindia in Lok Sabha.

The airports accorded approval at Mopa, 
Navi Mumbai, Shirdi, Noida (Jewar), 
Dholera, Hirasar, Bhogapuram, Kannur 
and Kushinagar are international airports 
and remaining are domestic airports. Out 
of these, eight airports namely Durgapur, 
Shirdi, Sindhudurg, Pakyong, Kannur, 
Kalaburagi, Oravakal and Kushinagar have 
been operationalized.

Government of India granted 'in principle' 
approval to Government of Uttar Pradesh 
(GoUP) on 08.05.2018 for setting up a 
new greenfield international airport at 
Jewar, Noida. GoUP appointed Yamuna 
Expressway Industrial Development 

Authority (YEIDA) as the implementing 
agency for the project under Public 
Private Partnership (PPP) mode. GoUP 
has awarded the project to M/s Zurich 
Airport International AG for development 
of the airport.GoUP has informed that 
the task of acquisition of 1334 hectare of 
land for Phase-I of the project has been 
completed and the possession of the land 
has been obtained. As per the Master Plan 
submitted by YIAPL, the forecast for initial 
year traffic is 4 Million Passengers Per 
Annum (MPPA) for the airport against the 
initial capacity of 12 MPPA for Phase I. The 
estimated project cost for Phase I is Rs. 
8914 crore including the land acquisition 
cost. As per the Concession Agreement, 
the scheduled completion date of airport is 
29th September, 2024.
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Ministry of Civil Aviation celebrates 
achievements of women in Aviation Sector

Ministry of Civil Aviation, in 
association with Federation 
of Indian Chambers of 

Commerce Industry (FICCI), organized an 
event to acknowledge and felicitate the 
contribution of women and to celebrate 
Women’s Achievements in Indian Aviation 
sector.

The event was graced by Union Minister 
of Civil Aviation, Jyotiraditya M. Scindia as 
the Chief Guest. Other dignitaries include 
Rajiv Bansal, Secretary, Ministry of Civil 
Aviation, Usha Padhee, Joint Secretary, 
Ministry of Civil Aviation, Ashmita Sethi, 
Co-Chairman, FICCI Aviation Committee 
& Managing Director of Pratt & Whitney 
India and  Radha Bhatia, President, Women 

in Aviation – India Chapter. The ceremony 
was also attended by the members of 
Women in Aviation International – India 
chapter, top dignitaries of MoCA, FICCI 
and representatives of airlines.

The Indian Civil Aviation sector has seen 
an increase in the participation of women. 
They are showing their mark in the 
airline industry and are pursuing careers 
as aircraft engineers, pilots, firefighters, 
ground crew, airport security etc 
registering their presence in the aviation 
industry.

Dwelling on the achievement of women 
in the sector, Jyotiraditya M. Scindia, 
Union Minister of Civil Aviation said “This 
is a landmark day to be remembered. 

The success of women in aviation is not 
confined to airports or airplanes but to 
a much larger ecosystem. 15% of our 
pilots in India are women which is 3 times 
more than the global average. But this 
15% is not good enough as women have 
surpassed various odds and stereotypes 
and I firmly believe there must come a day 
in India that this 15% must reach 50% of 
our pilot strength in our country. For this 
to achieve, we must start from having easy 
access to STEM education to our young 
girls in their early education”.

The Minister added “In next decade, 
the backbone of Indian infrastructure is 
going to be civil aviation which transports 
roughly 144 million people and have a 
growth potential double that of Indian 
Railways. Therefore, there is a need to 
train more pilots. For this, we have come 
out with a new FTO policy in which we 
are looking to setup 9 new FTOs in 5 
new cities as this will help in reducing the 
outflow of foreign exchange in training 
our pilots abroad and unleashing another 
avenue for our women to participate much 
greater in civil aviation.”

SAMI Aims to be World’s Top 25 Defence & Security Firm

As the global defence industry is 
meeting at the inaugural edition 
of the World Defense Show 

(WDS) in Riyadh, Saudi Arabian Military 
Industries (SAMI), the strategic partner 
of the event and Saudi Arabia’s national 
champion for the defence industries 
sector, has set its sights on accelerating its 
transformation to become one of the top 
25 defence and security companies in the 
world by 2030.

Apart from displaying its innovative 
and comprehensive defence products 
and systems, SAMI aims to expand its 
partnerships with globally renowned 
OEMs, establish new joint ventures and 
subsidiaries, create more employment 
opportunities, and boost its exports 
through its participation in WDS 2022.

Ahmed Al-Khateeb, Chairman of SAMI, 
said, “We are grateful for the visionary 
leadership of the Custodian of the Two 
Holy Mosques King Salman bin Abdulaziz 

and His Royal Highness Crown Prince 
Mohammed bin Salman, and for the 
supervision and guidance of the General 
Authority for Military Industries (GAMI) 
and strategic partners in the sector for 
our achievements over the past five 
years. Among these achievements is 
the localisation of defence and security 
industries, which enhance, diversify, 
and enrich our national economy for 
sustainable prosperity.”

Founded by the Public Investment 
Fund (PIF) in 2017, under the direction 
of H.R.H. Crown Prince Mohammed 
Bin Salman, today, SAMI stands tall as a 
defence and security group of companies 
with several accomplishments that have 
helped the Kingdom’s defence sector 
boost its indigenous capabilities.

In line with its mandate to support the 
goals of Vision 2030 by contributing 
to localising 50% of Saudi Arabia’s 
defence spending by 2030, SAMI has 

made remarkable strides in transferring 
production, knowledge, and technology 
to the Kingdom, attracted foreign direct 
investments, and supported the growth of 
the SME sector through its affiliates. It has 
also been strengthening the local defence 
supply chain to ensure the sustainability 
and self-sufficiency of the Kingdom’s 
defence ecosystem.

Walid Abu Khaled, CEO of SAMI, 
explained, “With our sights firmly set 
on our strategic vision to become one 
of the top 25 defence companies in the 
world by 2030, we have been building 
up our capabilities across our five 
business divisions of Aerospace, Land, 
Sea, Advanced Electronics, and Defense 
Systems. Simultaneously, our efforts 
to support localisation and strategic 
partnerships continue to accelerate our 
journey towards this goal through the 
transfer of technology, knowledge, and 
production to the Kingdom.”
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Al Yah Satellite Communications Company PJSC (“Yahsat”) 
listed on the Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange (“ADX”) 
under (SYMBOL: YAHSAT) (ISIN: AEA007501017), 

the UAE’s flagship satellite solutions provider, announced that 
its government division, Yahsat Government Solutions (“YGS”), 
agreed with EDGE Group entity, NIMR, a leading manufacturer of 
combat-proven wheeled military vehicles, to line-fit pre-qualified 
Comms-On-The-Move (COTM) solutions on NIMR’s vehicular 
systems.

The agreement was announced at the World Defense Show in 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, and builds on the two entities’ pre-existing 
partnership, which was formed recently at the International 
Defence Exhibition & Conference (IDEX) 2021 in Abu Dhabi, 
UAE. The MoU that was signed in 2021 allowed both entities to 
develop a concept design demonstrating how NIMR’s military 
vehicles can be equipped with Yahsat’s COTM solutions. During 

the show, Yahsat and NIMR  are showcasing one of Yahsat’s 
terminals  fitted onto NIMR’s AJBAN 442A vehicle.

By pre-testing and integrating Yahsat’s COTM solutions on 
various connected vehicular systems, Yahsat has been able to 
effectively remove risks and unwanted costs associated with 
system integration for its customers. Through the agreement, 
Yahsat will leverage NIMR’s network and existing relationship 
with the Government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, extending 
its reach while increasing customer acquisition. NIMR will have 
the opportunity to expand its value-chain and offer connected 
vehicles to the UAE Armed forces and others with a secured 
satcom network—both Ka-band and L-band.

Commenting on the announcement, Eisa Al Shamsi, General 
Manager, YGS, said: “We are pleased to have reached this 
milestone with NIMR, building upon our MoU that was signed in 
2021. At Yahsat, we understand the needs of our customers in the 
Defence industry and offer platform-integrated, satellite-enabled 
and ready-to-deploy COTM solutions. With our partners and 
solutions providers, we offer advanced, end-to-end, managed 
COTM services for complex, land-based and maritime vehicular 
platforms; backed by around-the-clock maintenance and support 
for the satcom components to ensure superlative performance, 
reliability and security. Through this agreement, we look forward 
to continuing our ongoing support to the UAE Government while 
also effectively expanding our services to the Government of 
Saudi Arabia, working towards fulfilling the Kingdom’s demand 
for state-of-the-art satellite connectivity solutions.”                    

GST reduced to 5% for 
domestic MRO services

The Government has taken several steps to meet the 
increasing demand in aviation sector in future, including 
the reduction of Goods and Services Tax (GST) rate from 

18% to 5% for domestic Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 
(MRO) services. The average number of the passenger carried in 
the pre-Covid financial year (2019-20) was around 4 lakh per day. 
On 6th March 2022, domestic airlines in India carried around 3.7 
lakh passengers. The number of daily air passengers may cross pre-
COVID levels in a few months, said the Minister of State for Civil 
Aviation (Gen. (Dr) V. K. Singh Retd) in Rajya Sabha.

The other major initiatives for the Aviation sector includes :
(i) AAI has taken up development of new and existing airports 

with a projected capital expenditure of around Rs. 25,000 crores 
in next five years. This includes construction of new terminals, 
expansion and modification of existing terminals, expansion and/ 
or strengthening of existing runways, aprons, Airport Navigation 
Services (ANS) infrastructure, control towers and technical blocks 
etc.

(ii) The Public Private Partnership (PPP) airports at Delhi, 
Hyderabad and Bengaluru are undertaking major expansion 
projects of around Rs. 30,000 crores by 2025. Additionally, 
Rs. 36,000 crores have been planned for investment in the 

development of new Greenfield airports across the country under 
PPP mode.

(iii) Government of India has accorded 'in-principle' approval 
for setting up of 21 Greenfield Airports across the country. So 
far, eight Greenfield airports namely, Sindhudurg and Shirdi in 
Maharashtra, Durgapur in West Bengal, Pakyong in Sikkim, Kannur 
in Kerala, Orvakal in Andhra Pradesh, Kalaburagi in Karnataka and 
Kushinagar in Uttar Pradesh have been operationalized.

(iv) Under Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) - UdeDesh ka 
Aam Nagrik (UDAN), 403 routes connecting 65 airports (including 
8 heliports and 2 water aerodromes) have been operationalised as 
on 31 January 2022.

(v)  A conducive aircraft leasing and financing environment has 
been enabled.

(vi) Improvement in air navigation infrastructure at Indian airports 
is being carried out.

The issue of reduction of Value Added Tax (VAT) on Aviation 
Turbine Fuel (ATF) has been taken up with the States and the 
UTs. The following 11 States/UTs have reduced the VAT on ATF 
to below 5%; Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Dadar & Nagar Haveli 
and Daman & Diu, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu 
& Kashmir,  Ladakh, Madhya Pradesh, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh and 
Uttarakhand.

Yahsat and EDGE Join for NIMR Vehicles
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Karnataka: Forging Partnerships 
for Sustainable Development

Karnataka is a name 
for many firsts and 
is a state with many 

opportunities, achievements 
in many spheres. Amongst 
the many, the state is home 
to India’s Aerospace industry. 
Aerospace activities have 
commenced in the city of 
Bengaluru in 1940 with the 
establishment of Hindustan 
Aeronautics Limited (HAL). 
In the next few decades, the 
subsequent establishment 
of defense public sector 
undertakings and R&D 
institutions positioned 

Karnataka as a prime location 
for the Aerospace industry in 
India. Our state has become a 
landmark destination by being 
Silicon Valley of India and 
housing top companies in IT/
ITES and electronics hardware 
industries too.

The Government of Karnataka 
has the vision to make the 
state a vibrant aerospace 
hub and is committed to 
developing Karnataka as a 
globally recognized aerospace 
destination with a mission to 
achieve substantial progress 
in investments, to create 
proportionate employment 

opportunities, and enable 
sustainable ecosystems for the 
startups/businesses across all 
sectors.

In the context of the 
Aerospace industry, it is well-
known that Karnataka has two 
International Airports, one 
at Bengaluru, Kempegowda 
International Airport, and 
another at Mangaluru, namely 
Mangalore International 
Airport. Kempegowda 
International Airport is the First 
Successful Greenfield Airport 
developed under PPP basis, 
currently the 3rd largest airport 
in terms of passenger traffic & 

Basavaraj S. Bommai 
Hon'ble Chief Minister, Govt. of Karnataka

V. Somanna 
Hon’ble Minister for Housing and Infrastructure 
Development, Govt. of Karnataka
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the department of Infrastructure, Ports, 
and Inland Water Transport Development 
has identified the Karnataka State 
Industrial and Infrastructure Development 
Corporation Ltd. (KSIIDC) as the Nodal 
Agency for the development of major 
infrastructural facilities in the State. 
KSIIDC was established in 1964 and has 
an unparalleled performance record of 
more than 50 years in the industrialization 
(Medium and Large-Scale Industries) of 
the State.

With a thrust for the speedy and 
balanced industrial development of all 
the regions of the State and emphasis 
on backward areas, the Infrastructure 
Development Department (IDD) is 
committed to achieving the goals of 
faster connectivity, ushering in balanced 
economic development, and transforming 
the landscape of Karnataka as a well-
connected and futuristic state in the 
country. IDD has also expanded over the 
years and diversified into multi-modal 
transport infrastructure, development 
of large-infrastructure projects on a PPP 
basis, cross-sectoral convergences, and 
developing more sustainable business 
models for achieving comprehensive 
development in the State.

KSIIDC has selected strategic locations 
for the establishment of Airports / 
Airstrips and other allied infrastructure 
in line with the objectives of the Central 
Government’s Regional Connectivity 
Scheme (RCS) – UDAN (Ude Desh ka Aam 
Nagarik – Common Citizen of the country 
flies) and balanced regional development. 
It has garnered the support of developers, 
Air Service Providers (Chartered Flights, 
Non - Scheduled Operators, etc.), and 
tour operators to provide comprehensive 
aviation services.

Civil Aviation Development 
Opportunities in Karnataka:

Development of Green Field Airports 
on Item Rate Mode, Green Field Airports 
on PPP and Development of Helipads & 
Waterdromes; Enhancing Connectivity 
to Existing Airports, Connectivity to 
New Airports / Airstrips, (Domestic/
International) and Heli-Services & 
Seaplanes under Air Service Provisions has 
been the priority of the Government of 
Karnataka.

Shivamogga, Hassan, Vijayapura, and 
Karwar (Defence- Civil Enclave) cities 

have been identified for the construction 
of airports and the construction is in an 
advanced stage. There are a few airports 
proposed and announced in the Budget 
2022-23 by the Hon’ble Chief Minister of 
Karnataka in Bellary, Raichur, Davangere, 
and Koppal districts. Proposed Airstrips at 
Chikkamagaluru Airstrip, Harihara Airstrip, 
Kushalnagar Airstrip, and Athani Airstrip 
are also identified for future development.

Heliports provide new possibilities for 
people to visit far away and inaccessible 
areas. They offer easier access to religious 
places and pilgrimage centers located 
in remote locations which are relatively 
untraveled but have the potential to 
become profitable tourist destinations. 
GoI has started a centralized Heli Sewa 
Portal which provides single window 
solutions to facilitate all permissions for 
Heli operations. GoK has chosen Madikeri, 
Chikkamangaluru, Hampi locations for 
developing Heliports.

Along with the above, a network of 
Water Aerodromes along with land-based 
airports are being considered for improving 
air connectivity. They will be particularly 
useful for localized short-distance traveling 
and also help to promote adventure 
tourism and water sports activities. 
Water Aerodromes are being developed 
at Tungabhadra Dam, KRS Dam, 
Linganamakki Reservoir, Alamatti Dam, 
and Hidkal Reservoir. There is also a new 
project being developed at Tadadi, Kumta 
Taluk, Uttar Kannada District over an area 
of around 1800 acres. This is located in the 
proximity of Gokarna, a pilgrimage center, 
and in Karwar district, which is a tourism 
hotspot. Good air and rail connectivity will 
boost tourism in the region and expand 
investment opportunities.

MRO Facilities at Hassan, UAV (Drone) 
- manufacturing and testing facility and 
Flying Training Institute in Kalaburagi 
under MRO Infrastructure & Others.

Start-ups in Aerospace Sector:
As 65% of aerospace-related 

investments in the country with 70% 
of the supplier base and 67% of all 
aircraft and helicopters manufacturing 
are originating from Karnataka, the state 
is a preferred investment destination for 
Aerospace & Defence companies. The 
sector has unlimited convergences of 
opportunities and activities. From start-
ups in the aerospace sector exploring 

B H Anil Kumar IAS
Additional Chief Secretary,
Infrastructure, Ports & Inland 
Water Transport Department,
Government of Karnataka.

Hephsiba Rani Korlapati IAS
Joint Secretary,
Infrastructure, Ports & Inland 
Water Transport Department,
Government of Karnataka.

one of the busiest airports in India with an 
ultimate capacity of 55 million passengers 
per annum.

There are several domestic airports at 
Mysuru, Hubballi, Belagavi, Kalaburagi, 
and Bidar cities. About 81 Routes have 
been Commissioned from/to 7 Airports 
by 5 Airline Operators – Indigo, Spice Jet, 
Alliance Air, TruJet, Star Air. International 
Operators include Air India, Air France, 
Lufthansa, Emirates, Qatar, Etihad, British 
Airways, Indigo, AirAsia, Singapore 
Airlines, Malaysia, Sri Lankan, Vistara, 
Spicejet, Ethiopian, and Malindo Air.

The Government of Karnataka under 
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the opportunities in Flying Training, 
Hospitality and Tourism Institutions to 
Aero sports and Aero Modelling, to setting 
up Aviation Museums for Exhibits of 
Aircraft & Spacecraft, 3D-Interpretation 
Centre, Aeromodelling, etc., to encourage 
the local businesses of Tour Operators, Air 
Ambulance, Joy Rides and Heli Services, 
the aerospace sector is promising and the 
future is here.

Bengaluru Signature Business Park:
Bengaluru Signature Business Park 

is an iconic project which is being 
developed on prime land (407acres) 
adjacent to Kempegowda International 
Airport. With dedicated Rail and Metro 
services, State-of-the-art services, smart 
infrastructure, this project envisages 
Mixed-use development wherein Business, 
MICE (Meeting Incentives Conferences 
Exhibition) & Retail, Design & Culture, 
Innovation & Research District activities 
can coalesce seamlessly. This is targeted 
to emerge as a prime investment hub for 
Aviation and Aerospace Industries in the 
country.

Conclusion:
With the accelerated pace of 

construction and development of the new 
airports across the length and breadth 
of the State, Karnataka is a destination 
for innovation, action, and sustainable 
development. In the light of Aatma Nirbhar 
Bharat and Make in India, indigenous - 
design, development and construction, 
operations, and manufacturing as well, 
will lead to innovation of unique and 
advanced systems, thereby, creating more 
sustainable technologies and practices.

There is a need to tap the cross-
sectoral advantages of the aerospace 
industry, leaving no sector behind. From 
industry to tourism, skill development 
to hospitality services, from logistics to 
artificial intelligence, medical services, 
construction industry, and employment, 
the opportunities are many. It is time to 
proactively harness the same and forge 
partnerships for sustainable development.

Lockheed Martin Partners with IAI on Global Air Defense Projects 

Lockheed Martin and Israel 
Aerospace Industries have 
agreed to partner to jointly 

promote a Ground Based Air Defense 
(GBAD) system centered around the 
Lockheed Martin United Kingdom 
SkyKeeper and the BARAK MX system.  

As part of the partnership, Lockheed 
Martin and IAI will promote their 
technological and manufacturing 
expertise in air defense solutions that 
protect military forces and high value 
assets from missile threats around the 
world. This new cooperation is a direct 

result of a MoU signed between the 
companies in July 2021 and after a 
review of relevant business opportunities.  
Scott Arnold, Vice President, Integrated 
Air and Missile Defense, Lockheed 
Martin Missiles and Fire Control, said: 
“We’re looking forward to further 
developing our partnership with IAI and 
working together to deliver a state-of-
the-art solution designed to address 
the critical gap in short and medium-
range ground based air defense.”  
Boaz Levy, President and CEO of IAI, said: 
“These are the fruits of the cooperation 
agreement we recently signed with 
Lockheed Martin, the leading defense 
contractor in the U.S., and IAI’s steadfast 
partner over many years and in various 
fields. I am pleased that Lockheed Martin 
selected us, and I am certain this reflects 
the high mutual esteem existing in both 
the technological and business fields 
between the two companies. Together we 
will continue to lead substantial projects 
for our customers around the world.”
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